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LAMAR ADMITS HE

messages.

came here and charged

Lauterbach had tried

Judge

Lovett

that Edward
blackmail

to

him."

"The Lauterbach Incident," he added "paled into lnsignifacmce compared
with a 182,000,000 forgery which he
alleged was committed on the Union
Pacific books in 1901.
"I do not know who did It," said
Lamar, "the chairman of the board or
MADE the office boy, but I do know this
REVELATIONS
STARTLING
"""BY HJM TODAY TO LOBBY
$52,000,000 was the fulcrum which enabled Hariman and Kuhn, Loeb and
PROBERS
Company to gain control of these cor

IMPEHS01IED
STATESMEN

Mill

CHARGE

1 AS RESIGNED
. McKINLEY
San FranciscoJuly 2. Benjamin L.
McKinley, acting 'United States attor

CITY EDITION
was seiit to the

state department at
Washington today for the release of
L.
Morrison, a Los Angeles man,
who is held a prisoner by the Mexican federal forces. Morrison's par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. 1). Morrison,
were informed that their son had
been captured and taken to a prison
in the state of Smaloa. Morrison
was in the employ oi a construction
He was
company , near Guaymas.
FIRST SKIRMISH 40 MILES EAST taken prisoner, according to advices CERTIFICATE OF
INCORPORATION
received here, while making a trip
'
OF. THE MEXICAN ENTRY
IN SANTA FE YES-- .
FILED
from Guaymas to Herraosillo.

REBEL ATTACK ON

ney here pending senatorial confirma
tion of President Wilson's nomination
of those to succeed John L. McNab,
resigned, followed the action of his
chief today by tendering his resignaI
tion. He gave as motive a desire to
to return to private practice.
Mr. McKinley Is a republican and a
RESOLUTIONS
BY REPRESENTAcousin of the late President McKinley.
TIVES WERE, INTRODUCED
His resignation make the third change
In the staff of the department of
TODAY
PORT
jusr
tioe here since McNab telegraphed to
President Wilson that he could not
FIVE ON PROBE COMMITTEE retain his
in NUMBER OF KILLED UNKNOWN
postiou with
view of the attitude of the department!
toward the
cases and BATTLE AT GUAYMAS IS STILL
A REPORT ON THE RESOLUTIONS
the
Western
Fuel
alleged
frauds,
BE
MADE
TO THE
WILL
ON, SAYS REPORT JUST
which await trial. Clayton Herring-ton- ,
HOUSE SATURDAY
RECEIVED
investigator of the department,
who warmly supported McNab was
"IN DEFENSE GF THE HOUSE" dismissed last night.
FIGHTING THERE IS FIERCE
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porations. '
TELLS ABOUT TRANSACTIONS
He described a double entry of
securities the
representing
Union Pacific assumed n taking over
HE POSED AS REPRESENTATIVES
the Oregon Short Line and the Oregon
RIORDAN AND PALMER
DURRailway and Navigation company. The
ING 'PHONE CONVERSATIONS
items, he said, were carried i in the
"'onsolfcV'e'1 balance sheets" of the
!'nirn pacific June HO,' D00, but be82,000,000 U. P. FORGERY? tween that time and June 30, 1001, he
alleged Eome one had erased the $82
BATTLESHIP IS BEACHED
BOOSTED EDWARD LAUTERBACH 000,000 item from the one side of the REPUBLICAN LEADER MANN SAYS
IN BUILDINGS
HOLD
Newport, R. I., July. 2. the battle FEDERALS
If dger, leaving It as a credit balance
TO SECURE HIM JOB, HE
TH,T AN INVESTIGATION
OWN WITH CONSTITUship Louisiana, commanded by Cap
on the other side.
IS IMPERATIVE
tain Templin M. Potts, was beached
TIONAL TROOPS
HE DECLARES
cn the east side of Connecticut Is
"They took all the securities of thej
land in Narragansett Bay this afterOregon Short Line and the Oregon
.Tnlv
Wash ill iTtYlTl
?ttnrpfiiant!i,
El Paso, Tex.,
2.
Washington., July 2. David Lamur,
The first
and Navigation company," he Uve8
because of an accident to the skirmish in the July
lntro.noon
Wall street operator ana one nine Railway
and
both
Neeley
sheriey
rebel
attack
upon
"and used them as security forjd
d resolutio.,9 todav for an lnves. injection valve which caused the en- - Juarez was fought last night and recom'idante of Russell Sage, James R. said,
an issue of bonds.
got that
They
KeeuG and other financiers, amazed
sulted in a victory for the rebels.
tigaUon by houge commlttee of flve ;ine room to fill with water.
it to finance the
used
moneyed
lnt0 the charges of Martin M Mul.
The fighting took place at Guadacommittee
senate
dHj
lobby
the
today Dy for
the Northern Pacific and Great hali,
his
relations
with
40 miles east of Jaurez on the
thai
and
lupe,
concerning
testifying
frankly
smilingly
Northern transactions and the flota- - congressmen in his work as chief MTCHGOGK
THE Rio Grande, when Toribio Ortega apQUITS
it was he who impersonated Repreof Great Northern Ore propertl-- s
10bbyist" for the National Associa- sentatives Palmer and Kiprdan in' tipn
peared from Ojinaga with 400 men
which they ?oIS
5 P'0,IS Pr0. tioii of Manufacturers,
telephone conversations witii Lewis
EMOCSATIC CAUCUS and was fired upon, by about 100
.' J- fit."
would be ap- dollars
scouts and federal volunteers garristhousand
Ten
j
ChairD.
Cass Ledyard, Paul
Cravath,
Later, Lamar alleged, the principals propriated for expenses The house
oning in the town of Guadalupe.
man Robert S- Lovett of the Union
Loeb
in
to
went
an
invesUga-anthe
transaction
The fighting, in skirmish
demand
Kuhn,
the
for
j referred
fiorder,
SCENE
SPIRITED
FOLLOWED
Pacific board and other prominent
8 o'clock
got nearly tion to the rules committee with the
and
continued
all
and
until
Company
secretly
night
WHEN
NEBRASKA
Edward
them
that
SENATOR
nanciers, telling
believed was understanding that the committee will
this morning, when the rebels rushed
WITHDREW
Lauterbach, a New York lawyer, f 200,000,000 which he
the federals and took the, town. The
report a resolution Saturday author
could do great things for them in for their 'own use.
federals disappeared in the brush and
Lamar testified he used the nam0 izing a broad investigation
Washington. Lamar also astonished
Washington, July 2. Senator Hitchare doubtless retreating to Juarez. "
When the house convened again cock of
the committee by making a detailed Of Representative Daniel J. Rlordan
Nebraska, defeated in his efto
of
"not
The extent of the killed and
'
outbreaks
of
guilty"
pleas
fort to attach to the tariff bill an
charge that the Union Pacific rail- of New York telephoning to Chairman
is not known. The report of tne
Mulhall
Reprethe
Pacific.
began.
Pnlon
of
charges
Lovett
the
road's books had been, forged in 1901
amendment for a graduated tax on tobattle Was sent to El Paso today by
On another occasion Lamar testi- sentative Sheriey declared that if the
on an item covering $82,000,000 and
bacco, withdrew today from the demothat Guhn, Loeb & Co. and the Jfite fied a raUoA nn Pnnl T Cravath n? Mulhall charges meat that he had cratic senate caucus. The caucus vot- United States troops stationed along
was
the international line and by refugees
been influenced in any way it
sup-JB. H. Harrlman had laid the founda- counsel for the Union Pacific,
ed down his amendment by a vote
tions or a gigantic fortune. When gesting Lauterbach would be a valu-- ; a "malicious' wanton, deliberate lie.', of 23 to IS and a iriied scene fol from Guadalupe.
Ortega is said to have 300 more
Republican Leader Mann in a speech
Lamar had finished Paul D. Cravath able adviser.
I
lowed.
men following him. They are report-- i
On another occasion ha talked over said it was imperative that the house - F n ( r
of couusel for the Union Pacific, put
t J
'
u '
i c i nit b, f
a
y , 4!( d t .1
at once to defend itself. j proceed,
in a prepared statement to the com- the telephone to "Lewis Cass
not
iMK'iirt to. "kirk tiver tin. party ot
did
the
Guadalupe. Ortega' command has
mittee alleging that Lamar's charge using Representative Palmer"? name! Mr. Mann favored all owing
traces" but would insist upon Reintro- Deen located at
Ojinaga, opposite
the $82,000,000 which and with Maxwell Evarts, iisin? iter-- ! rules committee to draw a broad
concerning
ducing his tobacco tax amendment Presidio," Tex., and is marching on
of
in
"I
am
favor
going
name.
In
bothtion.
Union
with
the
Rlordan's
amount is connected
" he said. and lead a fight for it on the floor of to Juarez to
with Pancho
Pacific surplus was part of a bear
he spoke about Lanier-- ! yond the Mulhall charges
He added he would parti- Villas' rebel band that is to attack
in anim- the senate.
we
are
wis
into
"While
going
Pacific
campaign to depress Union
bh's seivices.
of Manufacturers let's cipate no further in the caucus deli- Juarez from the west and south.
Senator Nelson insisted that Laamr al Association
stock, of which the railroad officials
Villa's rebels have not yet appearother side of this beration.
the
investigate
have had knowledge for everal days. testify explicitly whether he stated
The debate on the amendment in ed in near vicinity of Juarez. Villa
labor end; let us find out
the
matter
Lamar amused, entertained and
in those conversation that Lauterbach
organization, caucus lasted several hours and was is expecting cannon from Agua Prleta
the committee as fio freely had influence in Washington with of- about the temperanceand is waiting.
and the others who a stormy session.
unions
labor
the
of
to
as
his impersonation
testified
ficials, senators or representatives.
bein
interested
legislation
have
been
congressmen over the. telephone. He
"I am inclined to believe that in my
fore the house."
Guaymas Fight Continues
did it all, he said, to impress the conversations with Mr. Ledyard
Douglas, Ariz., July 2. By stating
financiers with the ability of his yent very far in that direction on the
that the battle at Guaymas was still
TODAY IN CONGRESS
friend, Edward Luterbach but he affirmative side," returned Lamar,
In progress Governor Pesquiera
of
ever
was
there
any
denied
stoutly
Paul D. Cravath, counsel for the. SULZER UNAFRAID
in telegrams to the
Sonora
admitted
mention that Lauterbach should pro- Union Pacific In a prepared statement
constitutional junta here today that
fit by legal fees.
Washington, July 2. Senate: Met the reports of the capture of the seatoday to the senate lohby committee
at 2 p. m.
(IF E058
In 1897, Lamar said, Russell Sage, declared that David Lamar's charge
port by the rebels Monday was erauthorized him to compel the Union of a forgery covering $SO,000,000 oi
Caucus continued work on tariff bill. roneous. The governor, who returned
Pacific to pay the government
House: Met at noon.
the Union Pacific books was part of
to Hermosillo today irom the front,
in bonds owing it. Lamar, a bear attack on Union Pacific stocks ISSUES STATEMENT PERTAINING
Referred resolutions fur investiga- wired that the fighting at Guaymas
HIM
AGAINST
FILED
TO SUIT
with Senator Foraker, came to Wash- and that railroad officials had known
tions of Mulhall charge? to rules com was fiercer than ever.
YESTERDAY
mittee.
ington and conferred with President of it for several days.
"The constitutionalists hold all ot
at 2:50 p. m. to noon the best positions," the message read.
McKinley". "We were charged with
Adjourned
"Why did you change to Palmer's
Gettysburg, Pa., July 2. Governor Saturday.
"
"The federals are confined mostly to
being a pair of conscienceless black- name instead of sticking to
of New York who arrived here
Sulzer
the barracks on the water front. The
mailers," said Lamar, "but that had
demanded Senator Nelson.
afternoon Issued an interview in
no effect on us."
"Well, Mr. Palmer was very much this
gunboats have sailed for Mazatlan,
for breach
and we expect news ox the federal
When Sage retired from business in In the public eye as one would gave connection with the suit
him in Phila- surrender soon."
1901 on Sage's recommendation Lamar great influence at Washington with of promise filed against
No mention was made in the mesbecame associated with James R. the incoming democratic administra-- ! delphia yesterday.
There is nothing I am airaia or.
sage of General Pedro Ojeda, the fedKeene. Lamar said he warned Keene tion," replied Palmer. He added that
cona
eral commander, and the constitutionwhen the latter was buying Union Pa- he did not know Palmer and had no The whole thing looks like poor
and
stale
to
be
dseems
an
al
would
spiracy
agent, Gonzales, said he was unrailroad
ruin,
name.
the
to
use
his
cific stock that
authority
An Englishman visiting this
suit
"The
"
the
governor.
said
fishv
what to believe concerning
certain
Lamar said the late j. . Morgan's
him to get revenge for Lamar's precountry recently, commented on
is blackmail
woman
him.
this
Hopkins
of
when
him
to
caused
detailed
Lauterbach
how,
' the advanced
opposition
vious, activity. He
development of
Mexican consuls along the border
Keene and his associates had $43,000,-00- to telephone Ledyard, urging the and it is instigated by my political
He said that
our
advertising.
of
of
the
a
plot
is
and
received
part
enemies
entelegrams today from the
to
to
name of Representative Palmer
Union Pacific, he. took steps
one might get a liberal educa-ito
his
of
and
minister
conspirators
foregn affairs at Mexico
Boss
find
so
confidence
and
win
Murphy
his
stocks
and
certain
of
try
join the voting
a remarkably short space of
use
cannot
that Ojeda's forces
me
because
City
stating
they
today
that E. H. Harrlman would be com- out who had ostracised Lauterbach. discredit
time by an intimate study of
to loot
In Guaymas were being protected by
schemes
nefarious
himme
was
their
out
"I
a
found
for
it
at
Ledyard
high
first-clas- s
pelled to buy Keene's stock
the advertising in
the gunboat Tampico.
added he the state of New York.
He
figure. With Keene's approval he self," said Lamar.
,.
newspapers.
worst.
to
do
their
on
all
a
had
them
knew
"I
stenographer
Ledyard
defy
retained Lauterbach's law firm and
That may have been expressthe line making a record of the talk. Their efforts to injure, me will be
Pesquelra Is Indicted
paid $25,000. Lauterbach and Lamar
without
I
it
Los Ange'ies, Cal., July 2. Ignacio
.uto
forward
"I
I
could,"
read
ing it rather strongly perhaps
shall go
abortive.
everything
came to Washington, paid Foraker a
govas a result of his enthusiasm
L. Pesquiera, constitutionalist
said Lamar. "I think I offered him fear, t never did a thing in my life
bee and engaged him.
I may havej0
but it must be apparent to evernor of the state of Sonora, was
the
entire
I am ashamed.
government.
jen
dewas
finally
When the injunction
left the president out.''
among those recently indicted by the
ery thoughtful reader that news- "Sufficient to say," said the
cided against Keene, Union Pacific
into
committee
the
is conLamar
as
this
federal grand jury in Los Angeles on
set
I
knew
it
advertising
"that
paper
in
conclusion,
his
stock went down and Keene and
of
how
a
a
his
with
he
I
an
was
story
ducted
charge of having violated the neunowadays
laughter
possesses
Hopkins woman years ago.
friends lost most of their fortunes.
laws by consp.ring to smuggle
lectured Led- friend of her family in their distress,
educational
Palmer;
impersonated
unusual
value.
"
trality
"As a result of the panic of J907
did
not
to
church
an
because
he
go
I
yard
aeroplane owned and piloted by
We are quite sure that ot.r
but I deny emphatically that
have;
said Lamar, "Harrlman, Kuhn, Loeb and told what, remarkable
Masson, the French aviator,
l
I
ever
things
that.
o-tn
marrv
jDidier
her:,
cousin from over the sea might
and Company, the National City bank Lauterbach could do at Washington
line from
i
across the international
with
I
lived
ever
a
that
and.
come
total
here
stranger
became
wrcnged here;
and Morgan and Company
Mexico.
Arizona
into
for the Morgan firm.
to
out
by diligent attention to the adher; or that I ever held her
bound together as with an iron band.
This statement was made here to"I toid him that the defiant atti';e my wife."
vertising appearing daily in this
"For the purpose of rendering my tude of 'the Morgan
toward the
day by the United States district cf
and other good newspapers,
friend Lauterbach a service," he said, democratic administration in confice. Nine other men, according to
soon be very well informed as
to
former
his
"and to restore him
deto
much
do
with
the
had
the
statment, were indicted at the
HOUSE
"TABLES"
PAPERS
gress
to the customs and the fash-Ionfriendly relation with Kuhn, Loeb and cline in the value of Morran
same time on the same charge, in2.
Representa-- I
Washington,'
July
where to go for hl3 shop'
'
Company, Jacog Schiff and the Union
tive Kahn's resolution instructing the
cluding Didier Masson, the aeroplan-ist- ,
his recreation.
and
Pacific officials, I did have convocaping
I called attention to the money attorney general to transmit afi pawho assisted the constitutiona'ilsts
tions over the telephone with the trust and other investigations and pers relating to the
in their recent warfare.
Who's who and what's what
Union Pacific officials and others and urged Mr. Ledyard to employ Lau- white slave and Western Fuel comnor
Neither Governor
have a persistent manner of
in those conversations I did use the terbach."
Masson has been arrested.
Into the dally
pany cases at San Francisco were refinding their
names of oilier persons. But there
"You were trying to convince Lt?d- - ported to the house today, with resonewspapers, so that he who
was no suggestion cf a fee to Vr
American rscnr
lution that they be "tabled' as the
reads may profit.
2
Au
Lout.erbfich.- On the f,1renth of Hies?
Los
:al
(Conttnue'i on Pose Five)
attorney general has furnished them.
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TERDAY
NOTED FLIGHT FINISHED
Villa Coublay, France, July 2. The
TO
French airman Marcel G, Brindeionc
lies Moulinais descended here at 20

HOLD

FAIR

IN

FALL

minutes past 4 o'clock, completing the CHESTER A. HUNKER,
SECRE-TARlast stage from The Hague of his
IS STATUTORY
AGENT
miles in the same
flight of
"

ALSO

-

He left here on June 10 and flew by
of Berlin and Warsaw to St. EAST
SIDE
REPRESENTED
Petersburg returning by way of Stockholm, Copenhagenfl Hamburg and The
'
ROMAN GALLEGOS IS ELECTED
Ilai'iie.
During his journey he was
PRESIDENT OF THE
received by the sovereigns of Russia.
Denmark
and Holland.
Sweden,
Way

A certificate of incorporation has
been filed with the slate corporation
commission at Santa Fe for the San
CHICAGO
Miguel Fair association:" The headquarters ot the fair association are
to be located in this city. Chester A.
YOUNG MUSIC TEACHER AND SIN- Hunker, secretary of the association,
GER VICTIM OF BOLD
has been named as statutory agent.
ROBBERS
This proposition has heea before
the citizens of Las Vegas for some
Chicago, July 2. On a blood spat- time and only recently ths business
tered platform in the rear of a store men of the West side, realizing that
at 701 West Madison street, the body an opportunity was at hand to take
of Mrs. F. W. Weston, about 35 years advantage of the law regarding the
old, a piano teacher and singer who county fairs, decided to Incorporate.
appeared in moving picture theaters,
There i3 to be no 111 feeling between
some times beng known as Mrs. Mit- the two towns in regard to this, the
chell, was found today by a teamster, members of the association agreeing
who after notifying the night watch- to work, with the Commercial club of
man, disappeared. The woman's jug- the East side. They will allow the
ular vein had "been severed and near East side to be represented by having
by was a bloody clasp knife with a members ot tlie board of directors.
three-incblade. She had apparently
With, this understanding the organization should be harmonious.
ptrngglcd dcsperatflly for her life.
riiolocrsnKs ww made of bloods
wCl be managed olmg lin--The
fmcer- prints on the platform. The of ail county fairs end 'will bo comth(,-thins- that the ml ice hone
posed of stock exhibits, agricultural
a clue to the murderer is exhibits and general amusements as
furnish
may
a black coth band, evidently from a far as the funds that are to be raised
man's hat, found near the body. will carry. It will be held probably
The police do not believe that rob- at Amusement park, although some
bery was the motive for the murder exhibits will be placed in the armory.
as the assailant of the woman did not The plans for the fair will be started
remove her gold necklace and locket at once and everything possible will
plain gold ring and gold ring set with De done t0 haTe a fajr tnjs year jn
a ruby.
case arangements cannot be made for
Andrew Dufraln, night watchman, this year, the fair will ba given next.
at the American hotel, was questioned It has been suggested, that on acby the police. Numerous scratches on count of the excellent crops this year
his right arm he said were made by a thaf rtie fair be given this fall.
cat.
aud board of directors for the
The police are working on the theo association are: President, Eoruaii
Margarito
ry that the murder was done by Gallegos; vice president,
"apaches" who infest the .. .district Romero; treasurer, William B. Stapp;
where the tragedy occurred and that secretary, Chester Hunker. The board
the motive was robbery. While jew- of directors is composed of those ofelry which was not molested, her ficers and J. P. Vv. Veeder.
purse was empty.
JEWELRY R0B3ER ARRESTED
New York, July 2. Wi'&am Beck, a
PRISON ilEFOEl
clerk employed by the Fifth avenue
jewelry firm of Udali and Ballon, and
CONFERENCE-Owho fled shortly after the firm was
rohbed last week of f08,00r worth of
gems, was arrested today ia New JerCHRISTIAN
WORLD'S
IS PART OF
and brought back to New York.
sey
CITIZENSHIP MEET IN
He is said to have made a confession
PORTLAND
of his knowledge of the robbery.
His arrest followed the recovery toPortland, Ore., July 2. The World's
of the stolen gems in a valisa at
day
Christian Citizenship conference again
When
station.
the
Pennsylvania
met in sectional sessions this mornthe
all
the
contained
valise
found,
ing to receive reports ot commissions.
Wue
a
gems,
including'
to
The report of public education
diamond of more than 43 carats, valthe national conference on education
at $10,000. Beck accused an ofued
was presented by Chairman Henry
ficer
of the firm of having engineered
Dr.
Collin Minton, of Trenton, N.
The police did not placn
the
roVLery.
James S. Martin of Pittsburgh, cave
In his etory and after takfaith
much
an address on "Religious Instruction
him to headquarters the man lie
in State Educational Institutions," and ing
impliealed. allowed the latter to go.

"APACHES"

SLAY

h

f'r

K

pear-shape- d

Rev. W. F. McCauley of MeKeesport,
Pa., spoke on "The Bible in the Public
Schools."
The prison reform conference was
presided over by Governor Oswald
West of Oregon, and the report cf the

prison reform commission was presented and discussed by Governor
West and other members. The section devoted to inlemperatico re- eived
the report of Chairman Tr. E. V. Dinwiddle, of Washington, X). C, chairman of the committee and addresses
Tera given by Mrs. H. H. Crorgo.
president ot the Pennsylvania t'l&U
W. C. T. U.
The report of llio commit sba on
social purity was made to tne section
to tl.it subject
A ;"!-!(al inroUng wa liv'tl Ju tiip
."..'--

1

CINCINNATI

MAKES

ICE

The board of
Cincinnati, July
s
health today ordered the health
o Cincinnati to seize and opera!;'
all ice plauls in tho cliy ttul to
every availabel means! of di.tii;:c!!-.Ma
ice to tho general
sent a communioatioii to tho
claring that public caacr; :ik;
Tine action fo'.towe.l rsi-Icq manufacturers to ;:;x";
tho siriK'n.: d; hfi'r-glncers c" Re i f y'
tt.'rtit from the n:''d' ; i I:
it
the riicyor thct ic.'.-- u
2.

ofii-cer-

'

pit';-'i?-

'

AS VEGAS DAILY

WAN

AT

ers. I started doing newspaper .work
UNLUCKY LUCKY MAN
St. Louis, Jujy 2. A good
when I was 16,. and have been in the
luck
game ten years; so you can figure ciK horse shoe which William H. King
my age for. yourself. I started as a of 'No. 6022 Bulwer avenue carried
society reporter, then drifted into the wUh him in his wagon for years
theatrical part of the ork, and, follow caused h!:n to be fined
hp I costs
ing my graduation from high school, in the Dayton street police court. Beto pay his fine he was
I went to the
University of Michigan, ing unable
at Ann Arbor, and took a journalistic sent to the workhouse. It happened
course.. For the past five years I have this way: Two years ago Charles Williams of No. 908 Brooklyn street marbeen
out about

HELM

h

Ul

n MIL,

T

PAPER
MISS KATE M. STILES EDITS ONE
OF COUNTRY'S BEST
PUBLICATIONS

To be perhaps the only woman in
who is the managing editor of a prosperous and influential daily newspaper is no mean
This honor seems to belonf
to Miss Katherine M. Stiles of Menominee, Mich.-- , where she runs the
Herald-Leade- r
and likewise finds
time to act as corespondent for a
score of daily papers in Chicago and
ether cities. In brief. Miss Stiles Is a
fine example of a "live wire" woman
Journalist who puts the punch into
her professional endeavors.
William Francis Trayes, forty years
old and for many years managing editor of the Menominee Herald-Leade- r
and corespondent of the Chicago
Herald,
was suffering from gangrene of the lungs and was told one
dy lust October that he could not live
more than twelve hours. Summon- -'

the United States

Record--

Idl

ing his stenographer, he 'dictated thl
letter to the editor of the Record-Herald- :

grinding
everything
that is usually included in routine reporting. Three summers ago I took a
western trip and 'did time' on the
Denver Post during my vacation. My
ambition, of course, has been to visit
the town where the evening; papers
are on the streets before noon; and
if the whimsical detity, the god of our
fates, guards me with care I will see
New York in August.
"Of course I like my work and look
upon it as a serious proposition. To
me there is more attraction
about
newspaper work than exists In any
ether work in the world. I once tried
to divorce myself from the game, but
a complete reconciliation took place
within a month. The field too offers
a splendid chance for women who can
make good. AH that is needed is the,
opportunity to demonstrate what one
can do. The success of Elizabeth Jordan of The World's Nixola Greeley
Smith, and that of hundreds of other
newspaper women proves my conten
tlon. And while at the start a school

undoubtedly,
journalism course
helps, and a college course means
much; it's the practical experience, It)
Of course
"When this reaches you I will bbe my notion, that counts.
dead and "30" will be written on my there must be a foundation on which
eccount, and it will be necessary for to build, but I think that one year of
you to find a new corespondent for real work counts more than a century
this place. I recommend K. M. of college study. And I say this with
Stiles, who so efficiently has perform- all due respect to our academic insti
.
ed my work during my illness, as a tutions.
newspaper worker of tried ability.
"Naturally I have tasted the bitterwhose home is in Menominee and who ness of failures, but they never unis therefore in a position to serve you nerved me. They came when I dabv ell and faithfully in this field.1
bled in literary work.
My first atwas written with a tempt was a story of university life.
The
Koble hand and was hardly legible I called it 'Cupid and the Coed' I
received mention this first book for the reason
Leicre the Record-Heralthi- letter it received from Miss that it traveled the rounds of the New
York publishing houses and at presiSuiHj, the new correspondent, a
telling of the death of Mr. ent lies, in typewritten form, covered
true to his prophecy,
with dust, at the bottom of my desk.
Ti..,
M..i:
thus continues her Some day those publishers may realize how little they know! But I thank
story:
"Mr. iiayes was one of the best them most sincerely for saving me the
newspaper men in the country, and if humiliation of ever seeing th3 child
his' health liad not deserted him ho of my brain in long clothes. I did
wcuiu ha ire held his own with any one finally manage to get two books off he
iu utivspaper work. What little suc- - press without chloroforming the pubcebs has come to me in my work as lishers. One is 'In the Vale of Cashbis successor is due entirely to the mere' and the other Tansies
and
training received under him. He left Rosemary.' I have also succeeded in
me as a, legacy some 20 city paperr getting a few magazine storied
In
thai i am corespondent for, and I had print, and have a play aud two vaude-Uilsketches on the road, doin the
helped him with desk work. I was
the managing editor's chair tern-p- kerosene route. Outside of a tendenfcii
cy to commit such acts as these I am
uiily, but I shall go back, to the
route as goon as a com- - perfectly Imr.iViess, not hsiasf a &uf- '
'
j e ent editor is secured.
fragette."
hen asked how she enjoyed being
Misd rttllGs iecentiy reyo ted for her
a managing edntor Miss Stiles unbur japer and o;r.ers the Rwsevelt libel
dened herself as follows to a reporter. cae in Marquette, Mich., and the
"Co my notion a managing editor's Chronicle of that city sai.l of her:
desk is a punishment on earth for ail
"For a time Miss Stiles was editor,
the sins that your immediate family managing editor, city editor and ex
and their forefathers have ever com change editor of the Herald-Leademitted. Talk of grief! It is wonderful and gave one of the biggest exhibihappiness compared with holding the tions of the newspaper ability ever de
But as monstrated in the Upper Peninsula.
managerial editorial chair.
mine is a case of only temporary pun- For a period of several weeks the Me
ishment I shall survive. It just hap- nominee Herald-Leadeeditorially.
pens to be a part of the game with me was managed and sent to press by
"As to my journalistic career thus Miss Stiles, almost single-handeMiss
far I imagine it has not varied much Stiles is not only a good newspaper
from that of most newspaper work- - woman, but in stature she is almost
equal to 'one 'Chris' Hagerty of the
Associated Press. It is a cinch that
whoever came in to 'lick' the editor
To Stop Scaling
dur
of the Menominee Herald-Leade- r
of
ing her: reign, changed his mind on
confronting the splendid physique and
This Troublesome Skin Dis- ruddy
cheeks of the woman editor 11
ease Promptly Checked
charge."
tele-giui-

C

u

t

Psoriasis

Classed with eczema,
psoriasis has been
one of the most
obstinate of skin diseases.
A. lady In
Lexington,
Ky., eays that before
she bepan using S. 8. S.
the disease broke out

ed

5P

at frequent intervals

Surprising Cure for Stomach Trouble
When you have trouble with your

stomach or chronic constipation, don't
imagine that your case ia beyond help
just because your doctor faUVto give
you relief. Mrs. G. Stengle, Plainfield,
N. X, writes, "For over a month past
I have been troubled with my stomach. Everything I ate upset it terribly. One of Chamberlain's advertising booklets came to me. After read
ing a few of the letters from people
who bad been cured by Chamberlain's
Tablets, I decided to try them. I have
s
of a pack
taken nearly
age of them and can now eat almost
everything that I want." For sale by
all dealers. Adv.

where she thought It
cured. But by getting
her blood under control by the influence
of S. S.
psoriasis entirely disan- find
there was never again the
j'oared
slightest Bisrn of it.
jLike nearly all skin diseases, psoriasis is primarily due to impaired
blood.
The skin Is but a nelwori,., fine
blood vessels.
And It is a
Aeotly
53 YEARS; ASKS FEE
natural consequence that any influenre
in the blood that Is a condition of ill
Pa., July 2. A visitor
Norristown,
bealth makes its first appearance in
the skiri. There- is one ingredient in to the clerk of court's office said that
K S. S. which peculiarly
stimulates he had come to collect his witness
cUiil.-ir
or glandular activity to select
thj l.lnod or from this fine net- fee.
work of bland vessels In the skin, those
"When did you testify In a case?"
which. It requires for
asked the clerk.
rf
aii n.
'thus pimples', acne, eczema, lupus, ."In S00," was the reply. The man,
or nny other blood condition that atkvn or seeks an outlet itow much advanced In years, said he
tack
the
(nroi;i.'h the skin, is met with the an- - was Reuben Winters and the case he
f sT.jct of S. S. S.
This t why skin troubles vanish so figured In 53 years ago was an important one, involving a deal in oil. He
Prilj w ny. (hpy ,
,lrj return.
i'ou vn get 8. S, S. in any drug-!;r- said
he left these parts prion afterward
but iriMHt upon having it. Take
m
by porrni! tinp: anyone to and this was the first opportunity he
a substitute. And if your hat to return
and make the claim. Afi,i,UUn U - ii tiiiit you would
b';-a NtjpckiiiHt. free!', nd-- ! ter being instructed lunv to
!)
proceed,
Tlx;
wift
man left, promisinc! to return
i:... j.. 2 Svvij't iUutj.,
three-fourth-

I

1

l

t

hi a

fev,-

-

days.

ENTWINED BY SNAKES
Piedmont, W, Va., July 2. While
tiout tithing in a mountain stream
near Alountaindale, George Enser, a
well known business man of this city,
was attacked by snakes and before he
could beat them off the reptiles had
entwined themselyes about him, binding' his arms, hands and feet. The
snakes, over a dozen in number,
measured from fourto six feet in

length.
Euser had the presmee of mind to
roll down the hill into a fire that lie
had built to warm hs breakfast. His
clothing caught fire and the snakes,
scorched and sizzUng untwined from
his body and escaped.
Enser, though badly burned, ran to
the trout stream and threw himself
Into
the water, extinguishing his
burning clothing.
His body, arms and face were severely burned.
THROW OUT THE LINE
Give Them Help and Many East Las
Vegas People Will Be Happier
"Throw Out the Life Line"
Weak kidneys need help.
overworked
They're often
they
don't get the poison filtered out of
the blood. ' ''
Will you help them
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
benefit to thousands of kidney suffer-

all rma ieot.
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Suits, Wash Sxiits, Parasols, Millinery, Lawns. Batistes, Dimities.
r
T
issues, watines
fr
ff? rn n n fl 71 H (5"
Goods"
'
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ALL OTHER UttE&
throughout the store, EXC E T Nemo Corsets. Kayser's Silk Gloves
and Hose. Cadet Hose. Irtt rwoverv Socks. Toilet
tio ds. Sunburst
Silk, Butterick Patterns and Pubica. ions, all Threads Women's
a.nd Children's High Shois a.nd all en's Sho &. t
a--

ONE THIRD OFF

-

Women's and Children's Low Shoes

13

Of I

Everything in Women's and Children's Low Shoes and all High While Shoes, at

Sale For Cash Only

ONE THIRD OFF
Telephone Orders

No

'

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggists will refund money
if pazo OINTMENT fails to cure mi
case of itching, blind, bleeding or nro- trading piles in 6 to 14. days Adv.
ers.

East Las Vegas testimony proves
- - i.
.their worth.

of

.

by a very Simple
Attention.

ried King's daughter,
and four
months later they separated. Williams had never visited his wife to
see their baby, which was born after
he left home. King, driving a dump
cart the other day, met Williams,
driving an ash cart, and they had an
argument on the support of the baby.
King threw a hatchet and some other
articles iu his cart at Williams, and,
having only the; good luck horseshoe
left, he tried that. He missed Williams, but hit another man In the
wagon with him. Williams' and his
King
companion were pummeling
with their fists when a policeman appeared and arrested them. Williams
was also fined $5 and costs, which
he could not pay. King) also asked
for a warrant for wife abandonment
against him.

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, JULY 2, 1913.

CHEAT BUILDINGS

WAGNER

TALKING

FOLDING

MACHINES

EataUidied

s

1862

S

South 5idcPla3a

Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 Railroad Ave.,

East Las Vegas, N, M., says; "About
four years ago I was suffering a great
FOR SAN IlltliU deal. My back ached
terribly and
was so lame that it was hard for me
to bend over to do any work that
BUILDING
STATE
CALIFORNIA
a strain on my loins.
My
brought
COST
FOR FAIR WILL
didn't act right nd my whole
kidneys
$250,000
system was affected. Others in our
borne had been greatly benefitted by
2.
third
The
San Diego, Calif., July
Doan's Kidney Pills and I began usweek in June saw the permanent oring them. They gave me relief right
ganization iu San Diego of the Califoraway. I was soon cured and I have
of
nia Carnivals association, composed
never had any trouble from my back
delegates from every annual festival or
kidneys since. I place great faith
held in California, having for its purin Doan's Kidney Pills."
a
to
provide
pose a joint movement
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
carnival or festival in some part of.1
cents.
Co.. Buffalo.
the state for every week In the year
New York, sole agents for the United
and to advertise systematically the
States.
expositions In 1915. M. F. Tarpey of
name Doan's
Remember the
Fresno is chairman and Douglas White
and take no other. Adv.
of Los Aiigeles is, secretary of this
Foster-Milbur-

Progress on the fourth exposition
building at San Diego has been r?pid
and the building is now ready for the
plaster. It will be knpwn as the sci
ence building and will contain the
section devoted to Science and its
achievements.
Stucco and outside decoratiqns are
being placed on the home economy
building and the work will be finished
by the middle of July, A large force
6! sculptors and plaster workers are
creating miles of decorations for all
the buildings at the San Diego

( Las Voafloftin Store
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RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
Don't overlook, the grave fact that
rheumatism easily "settles in the

heart," and disturbs the valvular acThe cure cpnltfsts in removing
the causk FoleyKidney Pllla so tone
up . atd I strengthen tfe, kidiys that
they kep the blood free of poisons
and uric ficid crystals, that cause rheumatism, swollen joints, backache, urinary irregularities and disturbed heart
action.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

tion.

A WOMAN HIKER
Middletown, N Y.. July 2. Mrs.
Miranda Chester of this city expects
to start on a walking trip to Minneaat the polis next week with a view to short
California state biulding,
San Diego exposition to cost $2j0,0no, ening the time made by Weston. She
is to be started by the first of August. will be accompanied by her two sons,
Huge false work arches are install Charles, 13, and Henry, 14, and a large
ed in Cabrillo bridge, San Diego ex- dog which has long been a family pet
position grounds, and pouring of the
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
concrete arches wil begin in a few
a good deal in the daytime, you
days. Each arch will require 30 hours yawn
can charge it to a torpid liver which
two
of continuous pouring from
points has allowed the
system to get full of
to complete. There are seven arches Impurities. HER BINE cures all dis
and the highest will be 136 feet from orders produced by an inactive liver.
the water to the center of the arch. It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
Over 250,000 feet of floor space has
good hAalthy condition. Price 50c.
buildbeen reserved in main exhibit
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
ings for exhibitors at the San Diego
exposition. Others are coming in very
270 OFFER SKINS
of the concession
fast.
Buffalo, July 2. Enough
people
space in the Isthmus has been signed have volunteered themselves as don
up.
ors of skin to supply all the demand
To date 11 states and 15 foreign gov
that there will be for grafting on the
ernments have Indicated their inten- victims of the
Husted elevator ex
Dietion to be represented at the San
plosion. Seventy volunteers, including
go exposition.
women, girls and Boy Scouts, are on
Trasportatlon matters in relation to the hospital list. In adition the memthe San Diego exposition will be made ber of a
rowing club, two hundred
the subject of a special bulletin to

Driving suitable devices it will sharpen knives, polish silverware, grind coffee and
freeze ice cream. Driving a washing machine it will t.o a family wash in ten or
fifteen minutes, while you sit down and "take it easy " It can be made to knead
the bread, pump the water and sift the ashes. It is the most willing servant in
the world always ready to work at any time day or night, never complaining of
its surroundings, and never demanding half holidays and "evenings out." Our power
is "on" every minute of the year the Electric Servant is ready for work at any time.

The Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
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One-thir-

O. (i. SCHAEFER.

RED CROSS DRUG CO.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

strong, have voted unanimously their
All are trained athletes.

all agents and all concerned In hand services.
ling exhibits and passengers bound
therefor, to be issued in the near fu

ture.
The San Diego and Arizona railway,
according to the announcement of its
builders, Is to be connected with the
Southern Pacific Sunset route at.
Yuma in time for traffic to the expositions in 1915. Completion will be
some time in 1914, according to this
announcement. A gap of about 65
miles remains to be closed.
Bertram G. Goodhue, designer of
the buildings of the San Diego exposition is busily engaged making a last
revision of designs on several buildings that had to be enlarged since the
original plans were drawn.
Inyo county sent a delegation to the
San Diego exposition grounds from
the Bishop chamber of commerce, to
look over the site and arrange for preliminary work on it. The committee
will endeavor to begin work In July.
Idaho is attempting to organize at
once on association to handle a state
exhibit at the San Diego exhibition,
the legislature bavin-- ; failed to make
an appropriation.

J.

M.

.Cunningham,

President

Frank Springer.
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Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots,
How to Remove Easily
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-facto try a remedy for freckles with the
guarantee of a reliable dealer that it
will not cost you a penny unlss it
moves the freckles; while if it does
give you a clear complexion the expense Is trifling.
Simply get an ounce of othine
double
from
strength
your
druggist and a few applications
should show you how easy It is to
rid yourself of the homely freckles
ad get a beautiful complexion. Rarely is more than one ounce needed for

O A

0.

T.

K

3. Lewis.

Hoskins,

Cashibr.
Cash

AsB't.

S

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

e,

the worst case.
Be sure to ask the drulst for the
double strength othine as tris is the
prescription sold under guarantee of
money back if it fails to remove

LAS VEGAS SAVIHGSBABJK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank
VVrn. Q. MAYDON
H W. KELLY

Vice

I) T. HOSKINS

INTEREST

President
President
Treasurer

PAID ON DEPOSITS

freckles.
If

THKtS
With a large snake
Vaz Csd Cossosiplloa,
are
the
bo
big and the snake so
fangs
tEXAN-HAECZEMA BROKE OUT
Was Dying; Nojv Well
heavy that If it strikes you it tears,
the lower Jaw hooking up and its
Ecktnan'i Alterative is being nsed with
ncces la the treatment of Tuberculosa
weight causing it to drop; such a in all parts of the country. Persons who
IN
gained weight,
wound bleeds. A little snake locks have taken it, Improved,
exhausting night sweats stopped, fever diminished, and many recovered. If yon are
its jaws and hangs on."
Interested to know more about It, we will
King has several dogs trained for put you In touch with some who are now
itched So Child Would Cry and
well. You can investigate and Judge for
.Mex;
They are of the
yourself. Bead of Mrs. (Jovert's recovery.
Scratch Himself Until Blood Ran. ican hairless
Griffith, Ind.
nnickly
variety. They
"Gentlemen: Thinking Unit perhaps a
Cuticura
Very Much Disfigured.
of the remarkable recovery
catch the scent of a snake and follow short history
of my mother-in-la(Mrs. Anna Govert)
OFFICER,, NOT MEMBER OF THE
Soap and Cuticura Ointment
its trail until they reach its den or might
benefit some other sufferers, I
W. A. KING OF BROWNSVILLE
'
the
ORDER, RESCUED BY MAN
About
testimonial:
following
give
Cure.
Proved
brush.
the
in
come
tt.OCJ
Complete
upon it
tENDS AWAY
September 10, VMS, she was taken sick
WHO SAW. SIGNAL
Pneumonia, and continualYEAR
The usual method of capturing a with Catarrhal
EVER
ly prew worse, requiring a trained nurse.
of
small, Night sweats were so bad that it was
Eozoma broke out
snake is to throw a lasso
"Whitewater, Colo.
Tacoma, Wash., July 1. That J. L.
necessary to change her clothing once or
stout twine over its head, chokin,r H, twice
Tex!, July 2. Prob- all over my little grandson's face and body.
every ninht; her cough increased
Brownsville,
Howls is not resting under the white
looked as though blood poison would
It
bad
so
just
and
that
got
everybody expected
a gunnyin the
set up at times when ho and then dropping it into
ably the largest ''snake farm"
that she would not live much longer. headstones at Gettysburg cemetery
eack. Often a hunter will bring in a f In January, when liev. Wm. Berg, of
would scratch himself so
world is" operated here by W. A. King
St. Michael's Church, at Shereville, Ind.,
today, a dead instead of a living hero,
much. Tho eczema dozen or more snakes in one sack.
prepared for her death, he recommended
'Snake" King, as he calls himself.
is due to a strange accident. While
brol.e out in pimples
I
Eeltnmn's
see
and
that
Alterative,
get
He
When the dogs trail a snake to a den if it would not give her some relief. I badly wounded
The title is not inappropriate.
and would run a watery
during retreat on the
the attending physician to
it is necessary to dig the reptile out, then requested
Q. corruption and
has a partner in the business in hU
his diagnosis and he informed me second day of the fight, Mr." Howie
give
are that she had Consumption and was bethe water 'touched
and not infrequently several
alwife. The two have handled many
thu flesh, another pim
yond all medical aid. When I asked If accidently made a Masonic sign,
' ft lN
V
hole.
same
the
found
in
venemous
he thought that it was useless to try the
reptiles.
of
he was not a member of the
thousands
ple, would form, until
though
he replied that 'No physician
"Last April," King said, "I had dug Alterative,
,ti;o pimple would form
order. A fleeing comrade saw it and
Just now they are catching a great
could help- her any and I enuld suit myand
anothckit'.:i:i.? Irritated
I?!s
sore.
body
it.' So I immediately .had
I
self
a
discovered
about
when
season.
out
a
snake
helped him to safety at risk of his
many, it being the breeding
to
a
Hev.
send
for
bottle.
Wm. Berg
he lost liia rest at ni;Tht. The dHoasa was
male. The fePractically without hope for recovery, I own life.
It is not unusual for a rattler to bring so irritating S:nd would it: h so that I havo er ris?ht behind me, a
she
that
try the Allerntlve, which
Mr. Snake Insisted
die did. I am glad to sny that she soon
"I was one of three Scotch boys
forth forty to sixty in one litter. An seen him in such an irrit ating condition that male was in the den,
Now. she works as
to improve.
would cry and scratch hiiyst?ir until tlu
a
began
lie
into
I
prickly
and
and
25
reared
jumped
up
cents,
itj blood would run. Ho was very much disinfant snake is worth
hard as ever, welgho twenty pounds from a settlement in Pennsylvania,
none too quick. In heavier than she ever did before she. took who served
rapidly grows in value up to 55 to 110, j figured as tho shin would be torn from his pear patch and
together during the war,"
sick, and is in good health. She frankly
snakes. Some-- j savs
both
I
end
from tho scratching.
owes her life and health to said Mr. Howie.
the
got
cheeks
she
"All were wounded
its
weight.
upon
SnaKebj
depending
or a hnn-- j Kcknian's Alterative." JOS.'GTUMMKU.
"I tried all the simple remedies that I times you find seventy-fivI was
in the conflict.
times
several
are usually sold by the pouol. Kins) knew
Affidavit)
(Sworn
I
used
of to stop tho pain and burning:
Erkman's Alterative Is effective In
little
one
in
dred
patch.
Penn141st
a
of
member
K,
him
sod:i
fcfeds his snakes field ink. and i.itsj
in
Company
and bathed
and
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
j water
Lung Trouble, and in upbuilding the sylvania.
but they did not cure Win. This
King of the Rattlers
Drought in by Mexican boy. .
system. Poes not contain poisons, opiates
went on until January 1912 when I lgan
"Mrs. King and her sister, when or
"On
drugs. Ask for booklet
Monday, July 1, 18C3, we
King says he has handled move llr.iu to use the Cuticura Soap and Ointment,
l
rattlesnake
telling of recoveries, and write to Ecktnan
the
in
biggest
the
caught
started
they
he
reached
evisince,
cure
a
more
snakes
short
in
500,000
which proved a complete
Taneytown, a few miles from
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Ph., for
ever saw had small boxes. The tws dence For sale by all leading druggists Gettysburg, and heard the booming
business, about twenty years ago. He time." (Signed) Mrs. Laura Stephens,
Nov. 19, 19!2.
went out by themselves and were car- E. G. Murphey and Central Drug of cannon. It was announced that
is now sniping annually about 20,000
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointinont
with one or two Company.
we would go no further for the time
snakes from his farm. The chaparral COc. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of rying a gunny-sacearlier in the
Ad32-had
of
Book.
snakes
Skin
caught
each mailed freo, with
they
being. We were tired of government
wilderness of South Texas and all
d
When it sheds its
dress
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.''
clay. Mrs. King lassoed the big snake rattle every year.
grub and a few of us decided to go
northern New Mexico is the natural
SMen who shave and shampoo with Cuto a tree and then skin a new rattle comes. But I have on a little foraging expedition. We
him
tethered
and
other
and
many
rattlers
best
for
skin
and
find
will
it
for
habitat
scalp,
ticura Soap
set the box over him. This snake known snakes to shed three and four fared well and stayed away somewhat
kinds of poisonous reptiles.
inches long and had times a year in damp years."
a
was 9 feet 6
huntwith
injection
hypodermic
'ionger than we had expected. When
snake
potash,
Mrs. King is an expert
F. B. Armstrong was the pioneer we returned the troops had moved
necos-i.t
it
nineteen rattles. He was captured on
er. As a girl she learned to handle of ammonia. Sometimes
As soon the other side of the river below Mat-a- s snake farmer in the Brownsville sec- on. Only one man remained, who
them with a minimum of danger. She sary to apply a tourniquet.
tion. He made a business of evtract-in- had been put in
the poison hits the flesh t seeps amoras.
charge of our guns
found that ther was a marKec for
snakes
to
and and told to wait for us. We hustled
nonsense
a
cut
little
all
poison from rattlesnakes
say
is
"It is
so the safest, way
tp
before
off,
several
for
and
them,
yetri
half an inch a': the 'hypnotize people. I never heard of an making them harmless by cutting out after the army with Gilbert Corwln,
meeting King she made a business of cross about
their fangs and poison sack.
the man
io had heen left to meet
Let the blood flow free authentic case.
bitten.
brush
the
in
e.;
place
hunting the icpti
A.
next
is
box
constructed
used
the
located
a
is
snake
is
mixed
specially
When
us, telling us that the march had
properly
around Brownsville. She still delights ly If the solution
must
to
while
hold
of
the
snake
the
But
work
to
it
a
is
is
been
up.
you
aclure
it
administered
begun some time before. Cor
and
process
pick
properly
in snake hunting, and is usually
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NEWS

the hennery when the rooster, a large
Plymouth Rock, pounced on her and
bore her to the ground. The rooster's
sp'urs lacerated her arms and legs and
she cried out in pain. Had she not
held her arms over her face she might
have fared the same fate as did her
brother.
Iter screams brought Victor to her
side. He attempted to fight the rooster, only to be knocked down and seriously injured. The children's parents chopped off the head of the rooster and threw him in the river.

Stints or bites of Insects that are
followed by swellings, pain or itching
should be treated promptly, as they
are poisonous.
BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing.. Price
25c, GOc and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold
If a substitute is offered you for by Central
Drug Co. Adv.
a
means
it
cheapPills,
Foley Kidney
er medicine is pressed upon you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley

g

i
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EYES PICKED OUT
South Norwalk, Conn., July 2. Maold daughter of Mr.
bel, the four-yea- r
and Mrs. Griever Lent of this place,
was knocked down by a rooster this
afternoon, and her brother Victor, one
year her senior, who went to her rescue, had one eye picked out and the
other one seriously injured.
"Mabel had gone to collect eggs in

FROM THE CAPITAL

Kidney Pills may cost the dealer
more than a cheap substitute, but
OTHER'S SKIN
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscripbond
of
2.
The
Santa Fe, July
Page they give better results than any othtions.)
Ask
Otero, chief deputy game warden, for er kidney and bladder medicine.
Remit by. draft, check or money or. $1,500 In the United States Fidelity for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G." Schae-fe- r
ON BABY'S
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
der. If sent otherwise we will not and Guarantee company, was filed totie responsible for loss.
day with the secretary of state.
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of the whole house except the
support
had
has
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business enterprises Is lauded1 when
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It knows hut two times, both mel- journey from North Iiattlefprd, where penalties.
the country of the guilt cf the repuThe session was one 10113 scene of
of the old days, "Tha Glad Song they were collected, the shipment repodies
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utmost disorder, especially when
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Lamar in hla testimony before i the Vs up at 42V8 to 42 ..ahcE'.advaoced to
senate lobby investigating committee, 43.
Free buying on the parr, of packers
said today:
"I was associated with Mr, Lauter carried provisions sharply. Sigher all
bach in bringing a suit in the United around. Opening prices were 214 to
thinJ 22
States court at Cincinnati,
up with September options at
about 1901 in which it was. sought to! $20.95 for pork; $11.42:: to $11.60
enjoin the voting of the Southern for lard and $11.90 to $11.95"' for ribs.
Pacific stock held by the Union Pa-- ; The closing quotations were'::
cific. I cannot at this time reca'd
Wheat, July 89; September!the details of the case but thetem-- j December 93.
porary injunction finally was dissolv- -j Corn, July
(Continued from Page One)61; ' September 62;
ed. It was a cause very similar to
December 5?.
yard that Lauterbach was a sort of the Northern Securities case which1' Oats, July
41; September 43';: DeJohn the Baptist for the Morgan was fought out in the supreme court
cember
44.
firm?" suggested Senator Nelson.
of the United States, So far as my
Pork, July $21.07; September $"21.
"That's it exactly," returned. La- knowledge goes, Mr. Lamar had no
Lard, July $11.50; September $11.65
connection with this matter. I have
mar.
October $11.70.
and
"Then I called up Mr. palmer's of- never had an intimate acquaintance
Ribs,
July $1 1.90; Sept $111.S5;.
Mr.
with
v
Lamar."
fice in Washington," said Lamar with
October
$11.75.
a smi'ie, and found he would be In
Bethlehem, . Pa., the next Sunday.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
REPORT
Then I called Mr. Ledyard and told
Kansas
THE
CONDITION
OF
THE
OF
City, July 2. Hogs, receipts
him to call Palmer there. I had done
r
5 cents
Built
Market
10,000.
all I wanted to, gotten an interview
BANK
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS
packers
$8.
6o8. 75;
for Lauterbach with Ledyard and At the dose of business June, 30th., 1913 fS.708.80; heavy
and butchers $8.708.80; lights
did not want Mr. Palmer Injured. I
RESOURCES
$ 137,420.01
$8.758.S0; pigs $7.7o8.40
wanted to clear the atmosphere and Loans and Discounts
10,500 00
Stocks, Bonds. Etc..
Cattle, receipts 3,000. including '
prevent a possible scandai for pal- Real
.!..'..:
538.00
Estate...
southerns. Market steady to
mer."
Dae from Banks
8.591.33
The deception was revealed to
strong. Prime fed steers $8.25(5)8.63;
Total Resources
Palmer and Ledyard that Sunday.
106.049.34 dressed beef steers $7. 258. 25; westABILITIES
ern steers $6.508; southern Bteers
Senator Overman insisted on knowCapital Stock paid in
$ 30,000.00
cows $4..237;
heifers
ing if F"almer ever impersonated any Surplus
6,000.00 $5.407.80;
feeders-$5.758other congressman.
stackers
and
Undivided Prollts, less Expenses and
v $6.258.65;
Taxes Paid
3,039.58
"Oh, Lord, I may ha3," said Lahulls ?"" 737. "5 ; calves $5'
127,009.76
Deposits
mar.
9.25.
Lamar diverted from his narrative
"
Sheep, receipts 1,'JUO. .Market stron;t
Total Liabilities .'......'. $166,049.34
to denounce the Union Pacific merI, Win, (3. Haydori, President of the above Lambs ?5.50,7.10; yearanga ;$1 .75'$'
ger plan recently approved by the fed- named bank do eertily that the above state- C .SO;. ..wethers ?4.255; ewes $3.75
eral court at St. Paul, agreed to by ment is true to the best of my knowledge and 4'.50;,( stackers and feeders $2.504.
belief.,
Attorney General McReynoids and apW. G. Hatdon, President
exSubscribed and sworn to before me this
proved by President Wilson. The
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
..
change of Southern Pacific and Bal- 2ndday of July 1913.
New f York, July 2. Recent ihdica- (sbaiJ E. S, Lewis
r
timore & Ohio stock he characterized
of the stock market underlying
tibns
Public
Notary
as a farce and added that Mr. McRey- My commission
firmness and of the scarcity o( stocks
expires fiert. 8, 91:
noids had been "derelict In his duty."
gave traders on the long side more
"I
Ji H. Svbahns
Lamar said his plan was for the
confidence and the street today was
Hi W. Kju.lt
Union Pacific to buy the Centra! Pafull of "bull tips" on some of the more
Fbak
Spkikgkh
cific with Southern Pacific stock...
speculative mediums. Following the
Senator Cummins questioned him
opening decline and the subsequent resharply and In the exchange the wit
"
i,f, r
NOTICE.
covery on both of which movements
ness testified he was a Methodist
The Deep Lake Hunting.. and Fish ffew stocks fluctuated as much as a
and that Lamar was not his original
ing; clufr has leased the lake known point, the market maintained a dead
name. He declined' to give that.
as- - the Deep lake, which "Is'
located',, level during the remainder of the fore"I have.rhad several names," he
south of the La Jara take' of this", noon. Bonds were steady'.
said. Lamar's statement today, begroup, of Kroenlg's lakes of, the Ten j In the afternoon firmness was- visfore the senate lobby committee reLakes Land company. No person will ible at all points. The money market
garding the alleged forgery of
be- allowed to hunt or fish
upon this! showed lessening of tension counted
on the Union Pacific rail"of the club, on after the half year disbursements.
members
except
property
road's books in 1902 was substantial.
and all persons going there must bej Time funds shaded measurably despiteIy aB follows:
prepared to show a membership card"! the loss of $9,500,000 in subtreasury
"In the summer some time of 1901 in'
this organization. Otherwise thej? operations.
somebody forged the books of 'the will he arrested for trespassing.
Part of the advance was sacrificed'
Union Pacific Railway company to THE' DEEP LAKE HUNTING' AND
later when buying for "both - accounts
the tune of $82,000,000. Who it was; FISHING CLUB.
"
had been satisfied. Union Pacific deI d'oat know. As a consequence the
clined to below yesterday's close: Canmen connected with the company
adian Pacific displayed exceptional
thereafter gQt $82,000,000 in
CW.CAGO BOARD OF TRADE "
heaviness. Otherwise little- - significash as the proceeds or taat forgery
Chicago, July 2. Advices that
cance was attached to the movement.
and that $82,000,o00 was the fu'lerum
rcom
to
the
extent
70
of
The market closed steady. Light
boatlthrough which all these gipnt monopolies and conspiracies were fastened oads had been taken at New York selling broke 'prices again to the mornon the lines of railroads serving the turned wheat upward today after an ing's lowest. Union Pacific and Readstart. The tendency to" weak ing were suddenly offered-- ' down- and
territory from the Rocky mountains easy
at
ness
the outset was due to lower the whole list weakened 'iii sympathy.
to the Gulf of Mexico, end from- the
Pacific to the Missouri river; and caoies ana tne bearish crop outlook The flary soon spent Itself and'
more than that, it was the fulcrum northwest. September first sold ' at
dealings developed a better tone..
to 89, a sixteenth toThe last sales were
through which this group of men,. 89
Harriman, to the extent or $150,000,-00- down and then rose to 90. The Amalgamated Copper ........... 65!8
or $200,000,000, Kuhn, Loeb & Co. close was Bteady with September- Sugar
....107.
and one or two others to the extetnt net higher at
Atchison
96
more
of $50,000,000 or $100,000,000
'h1gft-a- t
September corn started
.158
Reading
were enabled to acquire those gigan6iy8 and advanced to 62.-- The Southern Pacific-94
tic fortunes."
Close was steady at 62
for Septem- Union Pacific
..146
Former Senator J. B. Foraker,. ber, a net gain of &1 cent-.United States Steel
., 52.
whose name was mentioned by David
Septmber oats opened Va lfrwer tfr United States Steel; pfd:
...'...103
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lA
Herman-- lifeld left today, for Albuquerque on'! a short business trip.
F. J. Lyons ieft fo.r Trinidad this
afternoon on a" short business trip.
Miss Nora': Trahey went to Albuquerque' this afternoon, where she Is
to meet her sister and accompany ter
to Las Vegas.
Ivlis.'Effle Wright left for Los Angeles this afternoon for a visit to' relatives. 'She was accompanied by her
'd'-four children.
Mrs. Wilson Zurmely wi'l leave tonight for a visit in Illinois and Ohio.
Mrs. Zurmely has been in Las Vegas
for' the iast two years.
and daughter
Mrs. Saul Harris
came in this afternoon from their
home at Albuquerque for a few days
visit here with friends.
Mrs. J. J. Colwell, accompanied by
her sister, Miss Delia Mclntyre, left
last night for e1 Paso, where sne
will remain for a few weeks.
and son of Cerillos
W.
came in this afternoon for a short
stay in the city. Mr. Lauson is one
of the leading business men of Cer-

PERSONALS
Juan Trujillo of this city left last
night for" Denver, where he will locate.
Paul McCormick of Chaperito came
in this morning for a few days busi;.
ness visit.
Mound
A. O. Gahren of Wagon
came in last night for a few days
.
business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wilder of South
Bend, Ind., are in Las Vegas for the
summer. They are stopping at the
Plaza hotel.
;
J. W. Bowden, representative for
the Colsen Fruit company, came in
last night for his usual business visit
in Las Vegas.
V. F. Waite returned yesterday afternoon from Harvey's ranch, where
he has been for tha past two weeks
'
'
on a vacation.
.A.
Wilder
S. N.
Humpheries, J.
and William Post left this morning
on horses for El Porvenir, where they
the day.
,
i
Richard Dunn and Bert Adams left
this morning" for their home at Gascon, , after having been5 business vis-- ;
itors here for a short time.
Bill Hayddn, son of W. G. Haydon
(
of this city, has returned from Shoemaker, where he has been spending
his vacation for the past month.
Mrs. Carlos Dunn left yesterday
afternoon for Santa Fe where She
j joined her husband last night';' Mr.
f and Mrs. Dunn returned to this city
'
'
I this afternoon.
I
John Stein, formerly with Fred
Harvey, is in Las Vegas for a few
days turning over'his duties to Mr.
I Plowman, who has been selected to
I succeed Mr, Stein.
1
Julius Krasse left last Tii?rrt jor
I Mora, where he will remain for the
I coming week as the guest of his
i
brother, Max Krause, a we'l Known
I business
man of Mora,
Mrs. Rufus Mead will join Prof.
j
I Vaughn and Miss. Meyers and accom- pany them to Mora, where she wil'i
join her husband, who is conducting
J the Mora
county institute,
Mrs. K. Roseberry of Ratvi'ar-- I
j
rived in the city iast night and left
!
this morning for Gascon, where she
'
will visit her parents, Mr. and M3.
Richard Dunn, for a few das
C. C. Robbins, a well known member of Gross, Kelly Co., came . In
last night from his homo at Los
and will remain in Las Vegas
for an indefinite time on business.
D. H. Kunkle and H. Jansen of the
Mesa, left last night tor Santa Fe,
where they will attend the state convention of the Sunday schools that is
being held in the capital city this
j

,

ROOSEVELT TALKS MlUUGflLIN
ON PATRIOTISM

MEET. TENNIS

ANQ HONOR

CHAA1P ION

Statistics show that the percentage of money lost outside of banks is greater than that lost
through
bank failures ly over 40 per cent, and yet people will store their money away In
stockings, bureau
drawers, mattresses, carpets; etc., waiting for the thieves and flames.
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Wimbledon, England, July

2

of San Francisco,
the United States lawn tennis champion, by defeating Stanley N. Doust,
the Australian Davis cup captain, in

the final round of the
lawn tennis singles championship
tournament today, won the right to
challenge A. F. Wilding of New Zealand, the title holder. The match wi'il
be played here on Friday.
beat Doiist three
McLoughlin
straight sets. The youtnrul American
had much his o.wn way throughout the
match, which was played before 5,000
spectators this afternoon in brilliant
weather. Doust at times by a supreme
effort, succeeded In giving a good ex'
'
hibition.
,
McLoughlin made a good beginning
by winning the first game to. love, with
four consecutive services, Doust being
unable to make any attempt to return.
The Australian then neutralized with
his service, which, the American found
toq soft for his liking, but coming
more up to the net McLoughlin took
the next three games and established
a lead of 4 to 1. Doust then managed
to bring the score to
on his service
net
clever
this Ausbut
after
work,
by
tralian had very little chance against
the American's placing and hard hitting.
Doust began the Becond set wel'i
with a love game and after the American had won the next game with his
unbeatable Bervice the Australian picked up another love game. He was now
playing with more confidence, but although he established a lead of three
games to two he couian't maintain
it against his opponent's service. The
when Doust
American was leading
made another recovery and pulled up
to
but it was a hopeless effort
as the Americana tooK the winning
v
game on his service.
set
The third
opened well for the
Australian, who after taking the first
game won the American's service for
the first time .after a fiercely contested game in which deuce was called three times and then winning the
third game to love, giving the AusMatters now
tralian a lead of
changed, however, and McLoughlin,
winning three games in succession by
wonderful
kills, drew 'level
at four all. Doust took the next game
but failed to get the set, McLoughlin
winning two games in succession,
Doust double faulting In his own service and the American winning on his
own service.
McLoughlin proved far superior to
Doust throughout the match, the feature of which was his "cannot shots"
service. He was greatly pleased with
his reception at Wimbledon. He says
the spectators showed their appreciation of every good stroke.
McLoughlin has already faced Wild- 2
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Made from prime wheat and malted barley,

it

is-

-

ready
, 16 eat direct from the package;
digests generally in about one
,hour; and contains the true brain and
materials
placed in the field grains by Nature for man's use.
.

muscle-buildin-

Grape-Nut- s

Ing, the famous New Zealand player
who has held the all England title
since 1910.
In 1909 McLoughlin and M. H. Lon j
also of California, represented
the
United States in Australia In the challenge round of the Davis cup matches.
The "kids" as they were termed, met
N. E. Brooks, and Wilding in both
singles and doubles at Sydney on 'No-

vember 27, 28 and 30. Wilding defeated McLoughlin in the singles 3
sets to 1. The opening set of this
match won by the Californian, was
the only one captured by the Americans during the series but McLoughlin and Long put up a great fight in
and
the doubles forcing Wilding
Brooks to play their best to win at

food has delicious faste; and is pure, whole"

some and a

"builder" in the truest sense of the word an idea
'
summer dish that does not overheat the body.
",

"Tnere's a R.eason" .for Grape-Nut- s

H

The English team to defend the
Dwight F. Davis international lawn
tennis trophy is to be composed of
J. C. Parke, H. Roper Barrett, C. P.
Dixon and A. W. Gore.
The committee of the Lawn Tennis
associaton made the seelotions here
today

V'.

f
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STAGE FOR BIG

FIGHT 18 SET

;

Fort Smith, Ark., July 2 A creature, conforming ' with the generally
accepted appearance of the devil,
stole the body of a man in the neigh
borhood of Base, Montgomery coun
of
ty, according to S. H, Farrow
Cedar creek, and vouched for by four
supposed eye witnesses, is the story
that has gained much comment at
Waldron, according to advices. Far
row says the body stolen was a far
mer's. The eye witnesses to the
spooky occurrence were keeping
watch nt the house when the weird
creature entered. He carried a heavy
chain' across li Is shoulders, wore a
white robe, and a long growth of red'
hair,, they Kay. His face was apparently painted red and on
a small set of, horns had been
The watchers became
fastened.
bo alarmed that they Tied aud when
they returned the coffin was empty.

"

111,000.00

to the coast as a sparring partner
for Dundee after the fight.' Scotty
Montieth, Dundee's manager says he
will make a champion out of Payo.
Indications are that fight fans
from all over New Mexico, northern
Arizona and west Texas will attend
the boxing card here on the Fourth.

local club. Pitcher Wolverton, released to Galveston a short time ago ha3

TODAY S BASEBALL

"Knockout" Brown and
Johnny
Griffiths will meet near Youngstown
O., July 4.
Sam Langford is on his way home
from Australia.
He has signed to
box Joe Jeanette at Vernon
next

National League ' '
Pitsburgh at Chicago; clear.
St. Louis at Cincinnati; cloudy.
New York at Philadelphia; clear.
Boston at Brooklyn; clear.
American League

returned because of the heat and has
been realesd to the Keokuk club.

.,
WITH

THE BOXERS.

month.
,

Willie Ritchie,

lightweight

cham-

pion, ' has dismissed Manager
Billy
Nolan,; Willie says his reasons were

"personal and financial."
A Paris promoter ,s
trying to arCleveland at St. Louis; 2
range a match between Frank Klaus,
Philadelphia at New York;1 cloudy. the Pittsburgh
middleweight, and
'
Washington at Boston; clear.
George CarpenUer, the French cham- '

Chicago at Detroit; clear.

;

'games. '

pion.

American Association
V
Minneapolis at St. Paul; clear.
Kansas City at Milwaukee; clear?
'
Louisville at Toledo; clean "'
Columbus at Indianapolis; cloudy'.'
",'13-- !
"

.'

After a year's absence from the
iJimmy Garrtie- - came back
strong in his recent bout with Fighting Kennedy. He stopped Kennedy
m eight rounds.
...
Hflng

.

Western League,
Denver at Wichita; clear..
i"
Lincoln at Topeka; clearV'..'',''
Des Moines at St. .Joseph; clear.

BOUT IN ALBUQUERQUE THE FOURTH WILL
BE A "HUMMER"

DIXON-DUNDE-

DUKE WANTS DIVORCE
London, July 2 The Duke of
is very desirous that the
duchesa should proceed against liiin
lor divorce, but she prefers a separation, although the $70,000 income she
receives under a separation
agreement would be considerably ausmcnt-ed- .
The duke is powerless to proceed against the duchesa or else he
would do so, as he greatly desires an
heir.
The Duke D'Albe, who was ?n Loa-do- n
during the past week, only f layed a few days. The Duke of "West- minster is a; Itresa on Lake
.
The' duchess was invito I fo
(he stale bai: fc- - President Po'ncairc-o- f
France, bat was prevented from going by the death of the duke's
George Wyndham.
West-minst-

E

At Sioux ity Omaha,
Sioux
City,
.,,
At St. Joseph Des Moines,. 49; ; St.
'
Albuquerque, N. M., July 2. The Joseph, 4.
is
set
all
the
fistic
for
stage
biggest
encounter ever staged within the
state of New Mexico, which will take
YESTERDAY'S
BASEBALL;,
place in Albuquerque on the after'
a
National League
noon of July 4, when Johnnie DunAt
New
Philadelphia
York, '10;
dee of New York city, and1 Tommy
: ,;
Dixon of Albuquerque, engage in a Philadelphia, 0.
At
Chicago Chicago, 3; Pittsburgh,
bout to a decision.
Dundee and Dixon have been In 2.
At Brooklyn Boston, fi;
Albuquerque for the last ten days
Brooklyn,
and have worked faithfully to get 8.
At Cincinnati Cincinnati, 11; St.
into the best of conditions for the
contest. The boys arg apparently in Louis, 4.
fine trim and the fans, are expecting
SNAKE IN BED
a great fight.
American League '
Nashville, Ind., July 2. Joshua Rog
At New York Philadelphia 2 New ers, living five miles south of Cooper,
Both Dundee and Dixon are
in the featherweight divis- York, l.
can explain the feeling of a man who
At Boston Washinefnn' v
ion, and both horbor the belief that
Boston, awakes suddenly and finds a his
they could win from Johnnie Kilbane, 4.
Diacksnake his bedfellow. Mr. Rogers
the featherweight
At Detroit Chicago, 3;champion, in a
awoke
about 12 o'clock, and when he
2.
Detroit,
finish fight.
(lighted a lamp saw a blaclcsnake coll
Kid Payo of El Paso, and Kid Wi'i- ed on the bed. He ran into the kitchen
Western League
Jiams of Los Angelea, who for the
At Topeka Lincoln;' 2;
and
got a stick of wood and killed it.
0.
Topeka,
last year has been fighting in Denver,
At bioux City Omaha, 9; Sioux It measured four feet 11 Inches Ion?.
to City, 6.
will appear in the
Rogers says that during the riy.
the Dundee-Dixofight.
Payo goes
At Wichita Wichita, 4 Denver 2. when he Is out plow In ar, the doors
At St. Joseph Dos Moines. 3; St. have to be kept closed, as the rep'
tiles crawl into the house. On several
Joseph, 1.
occasions he has found snakes crawl-ins- :
in his bedroom, but last night was
the first he knew they had become
STANC1N0 OF THE MBS
friendly enonsh to sleep wifh him.
9
National
7--

'
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MrKenzieHill

Our Instructions to the famous editor of the Boston Cooking Salioo!
Magazine were : "Get up a book of recipes of the things people like best.
tha best way to make and bake each one. Then write it Out so plainly
that even an inexperienced hoyseyife can't have a failure."
Obok'i Bookn'was the
of the 90 recipes were orisn- '
nated, many of them were improved upon, and all were personally tested by
'L'TmiVTr JllllKfWlHr r
mrArma in Atrfriira" artA eta folia
LrNf
she made everything that one cannot go astray.
While some of the cakes and pastry are elaborate enough for any occasion,
the recipes are all. thoroughly practical and call for no expensive and unusual
ingredients. In addition to telling how to make them, the book is beautifully
illustrated in colors showing how to arrange and serve the dishes appetizingty.
More than half a million of "The Cook's Book" pre now in use in American households. Yet the demand is constantly inci easing.
Many send for
result.-'Som-
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We pay 4 per cent on savings and 2 per cent on
checking

accounts.

HE ADDRESSED LEADERS OF THE HE DEFEATED DOUST, THE ENGLISH CHAMPION, IN SINPROGRESSIVES AT, NEWPORT,
GLES TODAY
TODAY
R.;

1

t

HIDDEN MONEY DANGEROUS
Better deposit your money on Interest.

Newport, R. I., July 2. The pro
gressive three day conference open
ing today brought throusands of visitors to Newport to hear Theodore
Roosepelt speak twice, pprtake of a
Rhode Island clam bake, listen to
speeches by several other progressive
leaders and witness a drill of the
navy apprentices at the naval training station.
D. LeRoy Dresser, president of the
navy, was represented on the platform by Rear Admiral Charles J.
illos.
Badger, commander in chief of the
left Atlantic
, D.R. Carroll and G. Morrison
fleet, and other officers.
this afternoon for Villanueva,' whefe
Among
prominent
progressives
they are to inspect a bridge. D. R. present were former United States
Carroll is of the Missouri Valley j Senator A. J. Beveridge, i Oscar
Bridge and Iron company.
Strauss, Gifford Pinchot, Herbert
Manuel Ccllado of Cuba returned Knox Smith, former Governor Bass of
yesterday evening from the Mesa, New Hampshire, William Draper
where he has been for the past two. Lewis and Joseph Walker.
weeks. He will remain in Las Vegas
"Congressmen who vote against
during the summer and fall.
two battleships a year," he said, were
Dr. Lord left tor Albuquerque this "on a level witn men who voted
afternoon. He is to attend the meet- against fortifying Hawaii and our sta-- ,
ing of the state board of dental ex- tions in the West Indies. These men
aminers and also to attend a meeting are unfit to represent the American
of the State Dental society.
rccple, and they by their acMons in-- j
"W. C. Stowe'U tbday left for Aniar- - vite national disaster and humi'la- ilia, Tex!,, whre he, Js to become the tion."
manager of the telegrapph departAfter scoring those congressmen
comT?nilroad
Va
Gantn
miv.t nf iha
who opposed a two battleship a year
pany at that place. His wife and son policy, he continued:
will leave for that place August 1.
"There Is, however, a lower depth
Traveling In private car No. 4 E. H. even than1 that plumbed by the men
Coapmen and family passed through who seek by their votes in congress
this afternoon on train No. 1, en to keep us impotent to protect ourroute .frqm Mr? Coapmen's headquart- selves. Thi3 lower depth is reached
ers' at "Washington, D. O., to Cali- by those who, while voting against
fornia, where " they will spend the every measure to providers with
summer.'
means to protect our honor against
Mr' and Mrs.'W. Morants returned any foreign foe, nevertheless, by foolyesterday evening from their honey- ish; brutal and insulting utterances
moon trip,' which has been all over
concerning foreign powers, expose
the western' coast. While on their us
liability of a war which
trjplthey yisited Sait Lake City, Den- they themselves by their own actions
ver, Los Angeles, San Diero and the. have striven to render it impossible
Grand Canyon..,
for us successfully to undertake.
.John Hv Vaughn, professor of his"There could be no worse type of
tory at Las Cruces and a former pro- public servant than those congressfessor In the New Mexico Normal men, who first 09 all they can to preUniversity, will arrive tonight and vent the American people from being
will address ihe students of the sum- able to uphold their Interest fend
mer school tomorrow at 1:30 on the honor in tile event of war, and tnen
subject' of international peace. Mr. do ail they can with wanton Shd igVaughn is the president of the State norant folly to plunge us into war.
After Remember
association.
Peace School
always tfiat in such case
speaking'' Mr. Vaughn will leave for these men would not themselves be
week.
Miss Manette A, Meyers., director Mora, where he will visit the insti the ones to suffer. They are very
'of industrial education, ,wM come irr tute.
rarely sensitive to national honor, and
from Santa Fe tomorrow and go on
still more rarely willing to expose
Mora where she will
address the
their persons in the event of there
BURNED
GIRL
VASSAR
j
an appeal to the final arbiter
Mora county institute on industrial
being
2.
Miss
Bailey Island, Me., July
education.
nations. In such event these
between
Hun28, of 251 West One
Miss Regina Stern of this city re- May Monroe,;
men almost always
themselves re
New York City, a teachturned last evening from Auburn-dal- dredth street,
main in safety, and let their misconer at Vassar college, who arrived here duct be atoned for
Mass., where she had been atby other men, by
with her mother, Mrs. L. B. Monroe, brave men who
for it with their
pay
tending the LaSell seminary. Miss
from
Stern was accompanied by Miss Hen- several weeks ago, died today
blood, by patriotic men who perforce
burns received last night.
rietta Rothchild of Buffalo, N. Y
have to pay for it with shame."
to retire
Miss Monroe prepared
E. O. Thomas and T. C. Lipsett,
In his second speech pf the day, Colcarriers at the postoffice, will leave shortly before midnight. She went to onel Roosevelt discussed the princithis week for a two weeks' vacation. the bathroom, and in a few minutes ples of the progressive party, as laid
Mr. Thomas will go to El Porvenir ran scfeainlng into her mother's room down in itsc 1912 platform, emphasizand Mr. Lipsett to the Harvey ranch. with her nightdress afire. Mrs. Mon- ing particularly the demand for fedWalter Randolph and Charles Dough-ter- roe extinguished the blaze and sum- eral regulation of corporations and
will act in their positions during moned a physician. Miss Monroe died the demand for
government aid in the
without regaining unconsciousness . work of flood
the time they will be absent.
prevention. In connection with regulation of corp&fations,
he referred to conditions in the West
Virginia cal fields.
"The utter futility of the plan of acadvocated
tion, or rather,
in both the republican and democratic
platforms last year," he declared, "and
christened by President Wilson with
magniloquent vagueness 'the new freedom' has been strikingly shown by
Call for easily digested cereals, fruits,' etc., and, less of
what has thus far .occurred in West
'"'
'
kind.
the heavy,
Virginia. The new freedom ia nothing
whatever but the right of the strong
to prey upon the weak, the big man
But the nourishment must be there!
to crush the little man, to shield their
iniquity beneath the cry that they are
exercising freedom."
Probably the most nourishing-- most easily digested cereal
.
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two or tliree at a l;me to give to friends or young houseDon't depend on borrowing one from a
keepers.
have one of your own.
neighbor

t

(

How to Get "The Cooks Book"
la every

23c can of K. C Baking Powder is packed a
colored certificate. Send us one of these certificates (pasta
it on a postal card if you like) with your name and ad- dress plainly written, and "The Cook's Book" will be
mailed free of chr.tge. Only one book for each certificate.

AJJrest! Jaq'aes Mfg. Company,

f

.

i.
t i

Chicago

DR. MULLER RESTS
San Francisco, July 2. Weary of
...3S
Philadelphia . .
,.023 continuous
banquets, parades, retlewa
34
2S i ;,B18
Brooklyn
and speeehmaklng, Dr. Luro Muller,
35
Chicago
32
.522
special ambassador from Brazil to the
3G
.30
Pittsburgh
.453 Trnited'
States, quietly left the city toBoston
27
37 ... .422
day to spend the day with friends In
St. Louis
28
.39
ills the country. He took his secretar-Cincinnati
26
41
.3SS
with him and left no address, but at
his hotel it was .understood that ha InAmerican Leagu- etended to return tonight, leaving again
Club
Won Lost Pet. for the south tomorrow 'afternoon.
17
Philadelphia
..49
,742
Cleveland .
..42
23,
,600
ENGINEER IS KILLED
Chicago . . .
..40, ,32" ..55 (; St. Louts, July 2 MKcO' ri T
Washington
.543
1
,32
e
t
train A"o
v,?
.'.34
Boston ......
31
.523: from. St.; Louis to Kansas
City wm
Detroit ...
45
..28
.3S4 wrecked at
Berger, Mo., 75 mil. wet
St. Louis .,
.'.28
.378! of h're
46,.
today before noon. Thf c.titTii
New York .
.288! and several cars
47
..19
overturned. Engi
neer Meyers was Idl'ed. One i n
Western League
ger, whose name has not beon I riClub
Won Lost Pet. ed was
seriously Injured and ft vo
Denver
45
22
..672 man was
slightly hurt. I r o ' r
St. Joseph
41
30
.577 passengers were
"1 uri.
MUiy s

....... ....41

m23,' 23

;.641

;.-

'

1

1
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Dea Moines

38

31

.551

Lincoln
Omaha
Sioux City
Topeka
Wichita

ss

32

ZV

33

S3
42

2S

25
23

42

'

47

.24

flnu
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1
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league today announced tho
chase of Pitcher Clause
troit Americans who
r
cnee. Outfielder Donov;
a f
t
but. two years ago w!"i t 1 C
"
"
Icagye, has also been

tout
1

PRESIDENTIAL APPOINT'
Washington, Ju!v 2 ?'
sen totlay rtinlt th""
r
tions: Unitf-- S,i'',i t
'
western district of W
ciiah Noterer; em. - r
wyotrua.?, Charles I, " I
ruing; postmaster,
San joe, Cfilit;
'
T T
mcmios at Tbmib '
register of land t
Weed at rhon.Lf, '

1

LINCOLN BUYS CLAL. 5
Lincoln, Neb., July
bp
0
went of the Lincoln club of ihn West-c-
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League
'
Won Lost .:, Pet.
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Keek. Then we will manage to let
the company hear of a big spree he is
on In another city. Oh, that end is
all fixed up and ready. I'll get the Job,
and you'll have Mm out of your way."
We caught Evans one night Just as
he was coming out of the works,
Like an Eerie Tale of Fiction, but where he had been helping a new
night Bhlft in blowing in some furIt Was an Actual Ocnaces. He was promptly seized, tied
currence.
hand and foot, and gagged. We started out with him, when the lookout reported two watchmen In sight. There
By VICTOR RADCLIFPE.
was a board out of the fence, and we
Gray hairs? yes, plenty of them, as
it. Then, beyond some
you see. Came in a night, too. You slipped through some
workmen were
liave read of that in many an eerie molding flasks,
our
discovered
way.
coming
one
me
tell
fiction.
of
Let
you
tale
"Quick!" said Tompkins, "we've got
where It was an actual occurrence. 1
Is clear.
am the man to tell It, for I was one to hide him 6till the coast dead.
Run
No. cupola. It's
There's
life
drama
actors
the
main
in
the
of
him into
ladder
and
throw
the
him
up
very nearly a tragedy.
I was young and foolish in those old the chute."
No. 6 was a furnace supposedly
days, especially so over the Gladdoii blown out for lack of
working force.
The
latter
Bertha.
and
girls, Mary
was
the coal chute
At
the
top
platform
I
favored
vas the younger sister, but
PoliShe was sweet, gentle,1 gra1 which fed into the melting pot.
Mary.
tics had run high in the district the
clous. Bertha was just the reverse- week previous, and a crowd had hung
rompIsh and a coquette. A lover's titf
the
effigy of a disliked candidate there
vlth Mary caused an estangement
She was only pained but silent. I re two days before. We knew our ground
rented what I called her indifference, well. We rudely dumped our victim
others
feeing through the feeding hole, the
nnd, like the sallow,
I
down
crouched
to
and
scurried
cover,
worse
I was, set about making things
on the platform.
Itelieving I was independent and
I was wicked enough to think how

actors

::e of i.'ai;i

self-poise-

n

'

Tj

A

hung.

Ross Evans did something more
than nurse me he brought Mary
Gladdon to my bedside. You can realize that I was in a state of mind to
drift forever out of the bad rut I had
man that I was,
got into.
to the woman I truly loved I sobbed
out my gratitude and my remorse.
Full-grow- n

"Soma Dark Night We'll Capture E
ans."

(Copyright,

1913,

by "W. G. Chapman.

however. I hung my head at a
HAIR
IDEA
thought of how she must know about NEW ARTIFICIAL
the bad company I was keeping, and
elunk away without speaking to her Frenchman Has Found That Spun
A very bad crowd It was, indeed the
Crystal Will Imitate Actually the
Demand to Be Supplied.
worst of the reckless groups of loiter
crs about the town.
France seem3 to be the land where
There was a young fellow named
Dave Tompkins, who was a member most experiments for making artifi
of the reckless group I was training cial hair are carried on. Not long ago
with. In some way he fathomed my attempts were made to form wigs
feelings regarding the Gladdona. One from certain fibrous plants, the same
evening when we were together he kind that have served to furnish
made the casual remark:
material for rugs and blankets. By
fine and
"1 suppose you feel none too kindly splitting fibers extremely
towards that fellow Evans?"
then treating them chemically it was
"Kindly!" I snarled, in my very tiossihle to make an artificial hair.
worst mood at the time, for I had been But the price was high and the re-called down about my shiftless work suits not satisfactory.
Now successful experiments have
at the bank that day by the cashier
"I hate him!"
proven that it is possible to use spun
"Then maybe you and I can do some crystal and reduce it to any shade
business together?" intimated Tomp-luns- , and degree of fineness.
with a wicked laugh.
And the resemblance to the human
"What do you mean?" I inquired.
hair Is almost perfect. It is light
"Well," was the response, "he's an also, lustrous, and absolutely
interloper. I happen to have heard
Jiow he cut in with the Gladden girls."
A German engineer has invented a
I made no reply but nursed my way to transform ashes into marble
wrath darkly.
of rare beauty and which will take
"Then, again, he blocked my plans the highest polish. But he absolutely
I was slated for the position he now refuses to reveal his secret, althougtt
fills, when he came along with his rec-- several owners of large quarries have
emmendations and cheek and got in made him splendid offers for his sesihcad of me. I'll admit he's smart and cret.
steady, but if he was out of the way
His method seems simple as far as
Til get the job. The company knows his aDnaratus is concerned. He has a
Tm good at it; they couldn't find a small gas stove and a kettle. It is
more experienced man, so will you known, of course, that his process is
tliflp me give Evans a vacation?"
a matter of chemical synthesis, and
i "How do you mean?" I asked.
with these few implements and his
It wasa precious scheme ' hat Tomp-- i secret he has been known to manu
"kins proposed. When I look back at it facture a medium (sized Blab of marI was to the brink of ble in half an hour.
; 3 see how close
I
becoming a criminal, I shudder. lie
j Kaw that I was reluctant to engage in
Exciting Time.
any real criminal undertaking, bo he
Mrs. Jones ran out the back door
made- my stare of It appear light and
and sped across the lot to the divid!
for me.
i
"Some good friends are willing to ing line.
"Mrs. Beckett, oh, Mrs. Beckett,
i?rfiat me in eettinc my rights." was
come out! Coma out cluck! There's
. tie
it.
plausible way in which ha put
's
at Mrs.
"All tb.3 drtails are arranged. Some something happening
street!"
across
the
cars niKht we'll capture livans s.3 he
"For the land Bakes! What is it?"
to loavinsr iho works.
You know he
bubbled Mrs. Beckett, hurrying to"
oiifsn stays
her neighbor.
'
irt ('! J '1I ! 1 tO d 5 V ith ward
"Well, I jist can't make out," shriled
"" I i
ii r i '( r un i
a baby or
to fine fi tf ntjs Mrs. Jones, "whether it's
t
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LOBBY BESTAURANT

CAFF

8HORT ORDER8 AND REGULAR DINNERS
HANDLED
THE, BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

,

SOCIETY DIRECTODV

-

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

FOR

CLASSIFIED

TV

(

O. O. MOOSE Meets second Ml
em
fourth
Thursday evenini
month at W. O. W. Hall. VUID

L

A.

a. M. Regular com- -l
oiunltatiou first and
: third
Thursday In
aach month. Viilting
brothers cordially In-

GO L U M

Howard
ThornhilL

brothers cordially invited.
T. Davis, Dictator;-

-

J.

Secretary.

Wm. P. MlllB,

vited.

.n Petten, Secretary.

J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 54t
every flraf
I. O. of B. B. Meeta
ledo, O.
LAS VEGAS COMMANOERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Flvt centt par !!ne Men Inaertlon.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
,
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Beg- Take. Hall's Family Pills for consti- Eatlmate tlx ordinary wordi to a line.
Visiting brothers art
o'clock
d
p. ni.
Tueeilar conclave
pation. Adv.
No ad to occupy leas space than two
Isaac
Appol
invited
cordially
llnea. Ai!
advartia mcntt charged
Se
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
Oreenclay.
Charlea
m.
o.
President:
H.
at
onlc
7:30
p.
Temple
,
Instead of the daily torment of will be booked at space actua'iy
ReB3.
Tamme.
Chaa:
retary
Klnkel,
O.;
weak back, backache, sore kidneys, without regard to number of word
corder.
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey Cash In advance
preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
that imulse to take Foley Kidney Pills.
1.
Meets every .Monday evening
with nature, which
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, BOY- They
accounts for their success in all kidtheir halt on Sixth street All visll
AL ARCH MASONS Regular conto at;
ney and bladder disorders. They are
vosatlon first Monday in
ing brethren cordially Invited
healing,
strengthening and tonic.
Gu
F. D: Fries, N. G.;
tend.
each
Masonic
month
at
and give
Obey that impulse today
fc.1w.0oa
M.
T.
fV.
G.;
m.
Lehmani
H.
them a chance to help, your. O. Q.
Temple at 7:30 p.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
B. Hubbard, H. P.;" T O
Secretary) Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
Adv.- '.'"'-''- '
C: V. Hedgcock, cemetery trvt"
.
ood.
Secretary.
r,

testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY '
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Mrs. Knowsltt My husband is an
optimist.

Little Ethel

What is an optimist,

mamma.
Mrs.

Knowsltt A person who
doesn't care what happens so long as
it doesn't happen to him.
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i
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There is more Catarrh in this sec-- .
tion of the country than all other diseases put together, and, until the last
few years' was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced It a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treat .
ment, pronounced it incurable. Scl-ence has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system.. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case It
fails to cure. Send for circulars and RATtS

HAD HIS NUMBER

HIS TASTE
scared and uncomfortable Evans must
be. It was at perhaps the end of five
minutes, when with a shock my vengeful emotion was changed to wild horror.
There was a rasping clang. From
below some one had pulled the feeding
chain. A blinding glare from the red
hot furnace singed me as the fuel began to flip down. I saw a rolling,
tumbling form shoot with the moving
mass and plunge into that molten void.
One blood curding shriek rent the air.
again, and I
Clang! went the shut-of- f
fell flat on the platform a writhing,
L,
terrified wretch.
ft 5? FJSSi
y
They told me later how I ran by my
companions, a raving maniac. I must
have dashed away from the works and
the town, roving aimlessly through the
woods, over hills, into swamps, for,
when the awful blight of horror and
remorse was past, my clothing was
found torn and gnarled with brambles,
"What business is papa in,
my hands and face cut and bleeding,
and I was drenched to the skin. And
"He's 4 tea sampler; he samples
my hair turned white!
I have a dim memory of coming every different kind of tea."
"When i erow un I want to be a
back to the village. Some powerful influence drew me to the home where candy sampler."
Evans lived. A light in a room I knew
to he his led me to look in.
LIGHT ON A DARK SUBJECT
It was to view, tranquil and visible
in all form and substance, the man I
had murdered! Then the last shock,
and I fell, crashing helplessly through
the window.
When I came back to life, I lay on a
couch. Bending over me, kindly and
anxious, was Evans. He smiled sad
ly, and gently stroked my whitened
hair, with the pathetic words:
"Poor, poor fellow!"
I lay like a man of stone until I
learned how he had escaped. When
thrown Into the cupola bin, his cloth'
ing had caught on a tool hook. It was
the efflgy used to ridicule the politi
cal candidate that I had seen' rolling
down into that molten furnace, though
it was Evans' own yell I had heard as
the hopper opened beneath where he

smart.
Bertha was ready for any innocent
frolic. I made up to her, and it
pleased her fickle nature to boast that
he had stolen her sister's suitor away,
Perhaps she liked me, but when Rosa
Evans came along she changed hei
mind.
Young Evans was a fine, manly fel
tow, but I was in such mood that dia
iontent with my work, jealous, con
reit and a miserable chagrin ovei
Mary's calm, quiet ways combined M
make me bitter and vengeful. Evanl
tad come to work in the drafting da
partment of the great Vulcan Iron
works. He was bright, clever and ao
tommodating, but the first time I saw
Him in Bertha's company, and noted
',he mischievous
twinkling in hei
aright eyes, I marked him down fol
I visited the Glad
any worst enemy.
flens no more, and lined up with
rapid group, shirking my duty at th
sank days and wasting my time nights
I met Mary on the street one day,
md she looked, reproachingly at me,
fancied. I was in my usual ugly mood

n
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Just going to take out an extra
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policy.
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HERMAN

Fear Sisfe

429 GRAND AVE.

FOR SALE Piano,: on account of
.traveling will sell beautiful $400
piano cheap for cash; used three
months. Call and see it. 50S Main.

TIME CARD

LOCAL

EAST BOUND

Arrive

2..
4.

.

8..
10..,

FOR SALE Range, dining table and
other furniture. ,1113 Eleventh
'
street. '

Beptn
9:10
.11:05
. 2:05
. 1:45
.

:15 .
11:05 9.
2:10 a.
2:10 .

p. m
p. m
a. m
p. m

;
m

WEST BOUND

1... .
8... .
7... .

... .

p. m

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

a.

m.....

p. m

p.

m.....

1:4S .
6:15 a.
4:30 p. 1
7:00 9. u

FOR

.

RENT No
seekers need' apply. Call
Kitchen.

FOR
511

something
J you 'd do any

at

ea

Optic-

face silver watch. Leave
and receive reward.

Money-

bags leave?
Second Lawyer A lot of disgusted
relatives.
Lost to All Feelings.
If the militants scorn roast beef,
how can they ba expected to have an
respect for the Bank of England?

f

CRYSTAL iGE.

.

k

From- - Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
1000 to 2000 lbs. each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

20c per 100 lbs
25c per 100 lbs
40c per 100 lbs
50c per100 lbs

1

Phone Main 223

I

1200 Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c

.'

to. 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than--. 50 lbs., Each Delivery

50 lbs.,

' A G UA

PUR A

V

C OM

per 100 Iba.
per 100 lb.
per 100 jba.
pen' 100 lbs.

..50c pen

100

lb.

P ANY

Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Made Las Vegaa Famous.

HarvesterBi

is.

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

I

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
c'mb has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
person will be allowed o hunt or
fish upon this property except members of tho club, and all persons going thre must be prepared to show
a membership card in this organization. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing..
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.
Good Investment
D. Masli, a well known merchant
A

V.
PLATE- -- 1 of Whitemound. Wis.. boiiRbt a etork
I of Chamberlain's medicine so as to
FRENCH-he able to supply thom to his customers. After receiving them he was
I GREY (STER- f
himself taken siclo and says that crno
I. LING) FINISH
.'imall bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy was
1
EMPRESS
worth more to him than the coat of
his entire stock of these medicln.i.
'
can be cl 1 For sate by ' all dealers. Adv.
taincd in tKls city worn

i

:

Subscribe far The Optic.

OFFICE

,

NOTICE.

by GER-

ALL GROCERS

Subscribe for The Optic

"
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Iastlng Qualities ot Which Have

U

Lawyer

t,

Lost
LOST-rOp-

BEAUTIFUL

What did old

health
White

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil. Phone- Purple 5301.

ing

Made

Seal.

Las Vedas Ice & Storage Co.

RENT Modern furnished flat.
Ninth, street. ...

It 's giving you
a present for do-- lj

InvlV
--

Professional Health Culture for Ladl
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scan
Treatment, Facial MassagG, Manlcur
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p.

ViJas

Far Rent
FOR

m

aer,
unanceuoi
Commander. Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and

Perry Onion will sell
pounds of rhubard for ft.

ROOMS

A

KB

-

'

FOR SALE Pigs at $2.50 and $3 deII
livered in Las 'Wesus. Harry Mir
rice, Sapello, N. M.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

!J

re cordially

.f?l

ft"?

SALE

you 25

or YOU!

1

THIAS MeetB ev
ery Monday even
Ing in Castle Hall
Visiting
Knighti

DESIRABLE residence, three 'lots, tor
Bale cheap if taken quioic. Phone
Main Si.

SILVER g

First

hall, on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. LaemmTe,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dtp
uty. VlBiting members are especially welcome and cordially inviv

'

-

FLOUR realb

,?

.

a

way when you
learn how Much
Betfer EMPRESS

WHAT HE LEFT

MODERN WOODMEN OF A'MERl'C
Meet In the Forest' of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World

NO. 2, O. E.

.

-

Yes, and poor Ned was

CHAPTER

8. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Maaonio Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Eutledxe, Wortay Matron; Mr.' Ajnea Vrlpp, Secretary.
Telphon Mala J19.

.

EMPRESS
FLOUR

Iobs, Mrs.

HANSFORD

'
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
FRATERNAL
sonable. Over York's store.
iu2 Meea every Monday night
and sense
of suffocation that accompany hay WANTED Man to work on ranch;
ed.
R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
fever and asthma may be greatly alS o'clock.
must be capable of handling team.
members are
Visiting
leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
Address J. M. Ackerman, Lamy, N.
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
and Tar Compound.
It has soothing
ATTOKNEY8
-..
M.
reon
mucus
effect
the
president; J. T. Buhler; Becretary;
linings, and
lieves the gasping and tickling senH. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
sation in the throat and bronchial WANTEL Lawn1 mowing,
cutting
H.
Hunker Chester A; Ba
lubes. O. G. Schaefer arid Red Cross
George
weeds or other work aroxmd prem B. p. O, ELKS Meeta second-- and
Attorneya-at-LaDrug Store. Adv.
ises. R. G. McAllister.
Call E,
fourth Tuesday evening of eacb
New Mex- Las Vegas.
'
G Murphey's. '
month Elks home on Ninth atreei
DON'T use a congh medicine "conThey
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brotb-ersartaining opium or morphine.
constipate the bowels and do not WANTED Experienced' eook, good
DENTISTS
cordially InvltedL Gov. Wm.
cure, only stifle- the cough. Examine
Hsalted Ruler; D. W. ConC.
W53
Arthur'
J.
wages.
Mills,
Mrs,
nfeltf,
the label and. if the medicine condon. Secretary
Eighth street.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTif
tains these harmful opiates refuse it.
Crockett- Building.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
contains no opiates, is healing and WANTED Reliable girl 'of .good mo. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- Office Telephone
Mai a .
O. G. Schaefer and Red
soothing.
rals for' housework. ' No Other need
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone-- !
Mala !
Cross Drug Store. Adv.' i
;
tourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
apply. .1054 Seventh street.
Plonper building. ; Visiting memOR. F. B. HUXMANN
'
bers are cordially invited1. Richard
Dentlat
stenographer
CARRIAGE
office clerk' Answer in 0"vn
Devlne, G. K.; ITrank Angel, r. 8.
AUTOMOBILE,
of any descrlpnon .
, and
work
Dental
AMD
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
moderate prices.
LODGE
NO.
DORADO
SIGN PAINTING
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
KNIGHTS OF PV
East Las Vegas, Ni M. '

-
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The agonizing discomfort

ft.
Quite
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Watttsd

-- if you use

Lawyer
Wedly.
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The Best IWedicine in the World
"My little girl had dysentery very
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN L
had. I thought she would die. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, cured her, and I can truthfully say that I think it Isith'e best
medicine In the world," writes Mrs.
William Orvls, Clare, Mich. For sale
WANTED Dressmaking; prices reaby all dealers. Adv.

No.
No.
It was pitch dark, yotr No.
Counsel
admit. Then how could you see the
No.
prisoner, I would like to know?
Witness Oh, very easily. Don't
No.
pou observe that he is lantern-jawedNo.
No.
HER GREAT LOSS
No.
?

,

f

ry

H?iai.i.a

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
J

;

Are Best
rlarket Finders

Classifle'l 'a&. taarch out the people to whom among; all
those who MIGHT BUY th8 particular thing it worth moV
That property you want to sell it WORTH MOST ,o aowaoaa
who reads the ads. in this sewspaper and
would. ao?er "oer;
,
your property unlosa It were advertised here.
who read and m er ads. in thU semvacer want
(84
anxious to pay emuh for) books, automobiles, utsfxl macMawi
and furniture, articloa of aaefulneag of any aort, and tou ileal ia.
trumauU.

'i are

Other,

'

,

At the classified ada. are read by aU possible buyeas, of all
ible eorta of thimf, thy have come to be finden of the
mm

y.
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When a new bridge is needed, a road must be repaired, a courthouse is to be built,
where does the money come from? Do the mail order houses pay it? Hardly. They will
not even send a contribution to help buy a bell for the new church or to help a Fourth
of July Celebration; They pay no taxes in this town, and they are not concerned in its
v.."
prosperity. ''.'

IJ

This town must be supported by its residents and those who live in the immediate
'vicinity.; If they insist on sending their money away then they are helping to kill
their town, and they are making it harder for them to pay the taxes necessary to
maintain local government and to make local improvements.
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You owe something to yourself, and you owe something to your neighbors. You
can help yourself by helping your neighbors. You can't injure your neighbors with-

C)

out injuring yourself. When you send money to mail order houses you are hurting
your town, your neighbors and yourself.
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Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv.

Regular dance at F.

--

o

Came in just a week ago, 1300
melonsThat means almost 2600
persons pleased because they are
SOLD and we have another car
due THURSDAY.V;V

B.

haJl wnisht.

Adv.

Light automobile' lamps at
clock this evening.

Try a dram ot Qia Taylor
at '"ae Opera Bar Adv.

Each
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THE OLD RELIABLE

RAIN WAGON
J

I

i

H(.f.

,,J'

Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents
Q

AH'

OA L

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RtTAIL

The Missionary society of the
Methodist church will meet Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
home of Mrs. M. M. Sundt on Eighth
street.

MONEY TO LOA
We are prepared to make first mortgage loans on Las Vegas real
estate. No "Red Tape." Loans handled promptly and carefully.
Why not Invest your money in Las Vegas real estate at present
prices? We can show you some bargains that are bound to make
you good money If you will! take advantage of them.
FEW GOOD HOUSES FOR RENT.

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,

Prest. and Mgr.
Lincoln Avenue.

603
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Arriving Daily Such as
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tprtcors, flyman rjums,reacnes, i ame
Cherries, Pie Cherries, Strawberries, Dewberries,
Lemons, Oranges and Bananas
L.dhiorma
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ROBERT L.

11.

RESIGNED

There will be a special drill of
Company H of the New Mexico national guard tomorrow night in the
armory. Every member is requested
to be present as the camp equipment
is to be distributed at this time.
There will be an examination for
On the
officers
Fourth of July the 'ompany officers
will practice at the ritie range.
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Is made of an indestructible felt base beautifully col
ored and grained by a special process, made possible by a
recent discovery. It is protected with a triple coating of
varnish which receives the brunt of the wear.

'.if

LACE CURTAINS
CURTAIN NETS
and WHITE BED

Flooring is easy to keep clean,
and will not crack peel or blister. Is absolutely
vermin-proo- f,
odorless and sanitary.
Makes warm floors in winter and smaller fuel
Gal-va-ni- te

damp-proo-

SPREADS

fill!

f,

bills.
Put up in rolls 38 inches wide
yard. . Call and get samples and
illustrated booklet.
'v!. '

ROSS HAS

TODAY AFTER

? fii

'!u

to

youi rough, soft wood floors the appear- anceof tne finest oak ones, do awaywith
unsanitary carpets, lighten housework,
make a beautiful wainscoting, in fact
change an old house Into a new one and
yet be within easy reach of everybody's
.
,
pocketbook.
Think of it a perfect imitation of
onfc, made of matcrinls as durable as
iron and put up in rolls at a moderate

25 - Per Cent

LEFT COUNTY EMPLOY
HE

-'

,

Vt"

LONDON WOOL MARKET
The London wool market opened
from
per cent to 5 per cent off
Thia will no doubt
this morning.
have a depressing effect on the domestic market and will probably cause
a slight decline in local prices.

CASH ONLY

a

sold by the
beautifully

fiv

FOR SALE BY

J.C. JOHNSEN&SON

12

The Ladies' Aid of the Christian
YEARS AS DEPUTY COUNTY
church will meet at the home ot Mrs,
TREASURER
'
'
Walter Hayward Thursday afternoon
'
at 2:30. All members are requested
After over 12 year of continuous
to be present,
,
service as deputy county treasurer,
Robert L. M. Ross has resigned his
This evening at the Methodist
position.
Church will occur the wedding of
Mr. Ross has held this position ex
Miss May Cecil Schlott to Mr. J. Ray
actly 12 years and six months and'
Montgomery. This aftair will be well during his entire administration has
attended by the rany friends of the
given .complete satisfaction in every
couple and will be one of the pretway. Mr. Ross resigned to take the
tiest weddings of the season.
position of secretary and treasurer
of the Southwestern Savings, Loan
The band concert to be given to- and
Building Association of Las
night by the Greater Las Vegas band Vegas, and will enter upon his du
will be given in the Hilsite park inties in that capacity this week.
stead of the Lincoln park as was anMr. Ross first entered the employ
nounced last night. It is expected of the
county In 1891 and served as
that this concert will be well atprobate clerk and recorder
deputy
tended as it is the first that has been until 1901, when
h was appolnud
given there for several weeks.
as deputy county treasurer.
As a capable
business man Mr.
There will be a session of the disRoss has become a great favorite
trict court tomorrow morning at 10 with
all the county and state emo'clock. Attorneys tor Editor Chacon
ployes and his resignation means the
will argue a motion, tor an appea'i
loss of a good man. No successor
to the court over the sentence that
has yet been named but one will probwas passed on Chacon some time ago
ably be appointed within the next
by Judge D. J. Leahy. Much interfew days.
est is being taken in this case and
the hearing tomorrow morning will
robably be well attended.
HEAT DRIVES THE

Opposite the

BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY WACOM

Y. M. C. A.

Insure Prompt Delfverleu at Minimum Cxpvnso

Quick 'delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction.'reliable in operation, cheaper than horse power

AUTO

TOURISTS
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WELL KNOWN LAWRENCE, KAS.,
BUSINESS MAN AND PARTY
ON TO COAST
.

J. L. Messenger, a well known bus
iness man of Lawrence, Kas., accompanied by his wife and G. A. Thralls,
were in Las Vegas yesterday after
noon. They are en route overland
from Lawrence to California, where
they plan to spend several months
touring that state.
Mr. Messenger said that on account of the heavy rams in the
northern part of the state and in
southern Colorado the roads in many
p'laces are in bad shape. However,
he said that the car which he owtied
was one of "the best boats" ever
the roads
manufactured and
VETERANS AWAY which were In bad that
condition held no
fears for him as long as his car was
in
LEAVING
GET
good condition.
ARE
THOUSANDS
"One would be surprised at the
TYSBURG FIELD SEEKING REnumber of tourists "olng and com
LIEF ELSEWHERE
ing overland1 from California," said
Mr. Messenger. "The roads are alive
2.
The
tide
Pa.,
July
Gettysburg,
had to go to
of invasion turned back from Gettys- with them. We have
of one or two fellow
assistance
the
Blue
of
the
the
army
burg today and
tourists during the past two or three
and Gray began to melt away under
drivers are careless and
the Influence of a torrid sun and the days. Many
two or three who we met
a
as
result
discomforts of camp life. General
were mired In the mud. It was lit
Hunter Liggitt, U. 'A. A., in command
tle trouble to free them and send
of the camp, estimated that more
them on their way."
than 6,000 veterans nave gone and ex
Mr. Messenger and his party left
pressed the opinion that 10,000 might here at 9 o'clock yesterday afternoon
depart before midnight.
for Santa Fe, where several hours
Most Cf them have looked over the will be spent In visiting places
battlefield, shaken hands with com of Interest there. Mr. Messenger
rades, got another glimpse of their said he expected to make record- friends, the "rebels" and left for breaking time from Santa Fe to the
home. The regular army men were coast.
not sorry to see the thousands go.
The camp was crowded beyond capa
Subscribe for The

fudging by the advance sale of
tickets the bail to be given on the
night of July Fourth at the armory
by the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen, will be well
attended. At the various places
where the tickets have been put on
sale big sales have been reported
The trainmen themselves have dis
posed of many tickets. The music
for the occasion is to be furnished
orchestra. This
by Simlson's
organization is recognized as the best
in the city and the musical numbers
to be given will be a big feature of
the affair.
city.
Tents made for circuses had to be
Dr. Frank H. II. Roberts, president used for
sleeping purposes. Scores
of the Normal, has received a letter
slept on the ground and although the
from Mrs. Ida Gruse McFarlane of cooks made strenuous efforts, the ta
Denver giving the subjects on which bles did not groan with food.
she is to lecture next week. Sunday
All indications pointed to another
afternoon she will lecture at 3 o'clock,
hot day. The mercury ear
unusually
The G'iee club and the orchestra will
ly was around 90. The veterans have
render several, numuers Monday at
stood the heat In wonderful fashion.
4:10 she will talk on the works of H,
This was "military day" in the. bi
S. Wells; on Tuesday at 4:10 on some
tent with Colonel Andre.w Cowan of
modern play; Wednesday "Stories
From Far and Near"; Thursday, "A Louisville, presiding. Major General
was
Near Influence in Education"; Fri John R. Brooke of Pennsylvania
and
the
orato
rof
northern
the
day
day night at 8:15 she will give her
C. Scarborough' of
John
Sergeant
The
lecture.
will
last
be
subject
"Irish Literature." The public is in North Carolina was the "silver tonTo
Bar
south.
the
of
defender
gued"
vited to be present at all of theae
:
ry Bulkeley of Wastnn'gton, was givlectures.
en the honor of reading Lincoln's
In order that their cierks may en Gettysburg address.
joy Independence day, the grocery
WEDS ON LEGAL TIME
stores will be closed ail day. Some
Ind., July. 2 Miss Zyrl
Columbus,
of the wholesale houses will also
until exactly midCupid
waiting
kept
close.
This will give the clerks a
her ISth
reached
she
when
chance to attend the picnic at the night
not
would
she
because
birthday,
v
canyon or visit the Y. M. C. A. cainp
marfor the day. The dry goods stores break the law covering legal
Daniel
will remain open during the morn riageable age and marry
had ob
whom
to
parents
her
Hughes,
noon.
ing, closing at
It seems that
minute
the plan that was contemplated for jected. But not more than a
withbefore
she
stealthily
elapsed
the three (jays' vacation did not maher
parwhere
house
her
ture, as the merchants did not see fit drew from
met
and
Hughes,
were
ents
sleeping,
to accept it. As there is a ban on
in an automofireworks within the city limitr those not far away, waitlnjr
this
city, awakto
drove
bile.
They
who do not go into the hills wil'i
clerk,
county
probably be able to get a rest here ened John Honk, deputy courthouse,
the
to
went
him
with
and
in .the city.
Mrs. DanSel
where she became
a farmer of
JackFon,
Albert
Hughes.
SPEND THE FOURTH AT EL
Rock Creek township, Is her father,
PORVEMR
and Jacob A. Hughes, former county
Aouucation in advance will be up eo.mniwkm.'f, is father "f the
- AiSv
predated.
e

A

I

u iWu Li
mzr-rFf
I IIJfI TTlCFi
llill "VI
M..tUMra.
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REGULAR COMMUNICATION
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McCoy have
A regular communication of Chapmoved to 1104 Douglas avenue.
man lodge No. 2, A. F. & A. M., will
i
be held Thursday night, July 3, at
La Sociedad de Amigos will give a 7:30 o'clock. Ail members and visdance in the Fraternal
Brotherhood itors are Invited to attend.
hall Friday evening. Adv.

We get them direct from the grower EVERY DAY.

I

1

I

The Gocycle man Is coming to toivu.
Watch for him. Adv.

CANTALOUPES
15c

"HARVEY'S"

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. CarLeave
8:04 riage out every Saturday.
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.

Amos Ciine has entered the employ
of J. H. Stearns as a clerk.
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES iLFELO COMPANY, Xgents
UNIQUE

UWiV'lt

Waite, Moore, Springfield, Ground, and
Geiger.

II AiiVEY'Sl RANCH

ASSOCIATION

THE BEST THAT

CAN BE MADE

,

We

svre

head

quarters for fresh

Vegetables and!
Fruits in Season

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES EVERY DAY

C.D.B0UC
PHONE

MAIN

and 21

IS ORGANIZED

branch of the
Thief
association was organized in Las
afternoon. G. A.
FIRST NJASQUERADE OP'TW 'SEA Vegas yesterday
SON WELL ATTENQEO MOtTJ Tanton, state organiser of tho association, was here and was instruDAY NldHT4
i r,'
mental in instituting
the branch.
' Seldom
has there been spent a mors Lester Sands was elected pres'dent
Romero vice presire- and Marguarito
enjoyable evening at one'
dent.
was chosen treasPeter
Roth
sorts than , last Monday; veiling at
urer. The first meeting of the local
"
7";
Harvey's.
branch will be held within a fww
the pleas-us- days.
Only those who have-haof spending a few days at this
beautiful spot in the mountains, and PROMINENT LECTURER COMING,
have experienced the great hospitality
George II. Dutton of Cleveland, O.,
there, can fully appreciate all of the one of the best known educators In
the country, will come to Las Vegas
delights in store for those who
the "Masquerade ball,"" one ot July 14 to lecture on spelling reform
the first to be held at this popular, re Mr. Button at present is in the wos
sort.
and Is visiting every ci.y of import
The preparations had been made for ance and giving lectures. He ha
some time, and as the evening ap- made a detailed study of spelling and
proached all eagerly bedecked 'them- his lecture on this subject will lie
selves in their e6MumeS,' T'and as- well worth hearing., Mr. Dutton is'
sembled about the cheerful fireplace, a member of the boaid of spelling rewhere the ceremonies were begun by form. He is making a tour of the
an Indian maiden passing the pipe of summer schools. More concerning
to this city and the lectures
peace among the guests.' The "grand his visit
tie
t4
o''given
by him will be published
8
march" was. begun promptly-- ' at
'
'later..
the
.,room,.
pretiiy
clock, and
dining
decorated with evergreen branches,
was soon the scene of much merr!-menMANY LAS VEGANS
The Virginia .Reel, so popular
with Harvey's guests, was a favorite,
ARE AT SANTA FE
while quadrilles, square dances, and
solo dances furnished amusement du"- ..
ing the evening.
FROM HERE
The costumes were pretty, and clev TWENTY-FIVSUNDAY
their
of
SCHOOL
the
withheld
identity
erly
CONVENTION
wearers. There were representatives
of the negro and Indian- races. Au
The Las Vegas delegation to the
furnished amusement at;
witn ' her Sunday schoo'i convention at Santa
did also Mrs. Pankhurst
"Votes for Women." and a real bomb. Fe left yesterday afternoon for that
The "flower Girls," their . dresses be- place. There are about 25 who will
'mountain represent Las Vegas. Among the
decked with
church members who went
were
lovely pictures of na- prominent
flowers,
as
were the Rev. J. g.
delegates
V
ture.
Moore of the Episcopal church, Rev.
a
late
at
were
served
Refreshments
J. M. Imhof, pastor of the Christian
hour, and the guest a, depi 'm for
and W. G.'Ogle, superintendpxyressed church,
their respective, lodgings,
ent of the Methodist Sunday school.
t
mor
a
haviWas
spent
themselves
The Rev. J. s. Moore is ,to address
happy evening, one of the many which the meeting on the
subject "How to
to
those
furnish cheerful memories
Teach the Bible."
.
who experience the delights cf Har
This convention Is the twelfth
;'
,,
vey's Mountain Home.
since the organization of the state
Among those present were Mrs. H. Sunday School association. The meetof St. Louis; Mrs. Fc'tterman
ings are being held In the assembly
of Los Angeles, Calif.,'' Mioses Pauline hail of the old
governor's palace.
Stifel, Emma Sehade, Ida Giese, Laura This evening (he churches of Santa
Schade, all of St.' Louis, Hazel and Fe will give a reception in honor
of
Dorothy Scboonmaker of Tucson, Ari the visitingdelegates.
of
Denver,
Adela
Andrews'
Miss
zona,
TOOLATE TO CLASSIFY
Colo., and Miss Viola Ground of Las
LOST
th
genial
Lady's goldwatoh7monogram
Harvey.
Vp.fas, Mr.
M. E. IT. Return to Optic office.
fcoet, MeKBis. Evatii, SJwna, Timmons,
A
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